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We consider a fermionic system for which there exist a single-reference Configuration-Interaction (CI) expan-
sion of the ground state wave function that converges, albeit not necessarily rapidly, with the increasing number
of particle-hole excitations. For such systems, we show that, whenever the coefficients of Slater determinants
(SD) with l ≤ k excitations can be defined with a number of free parameters N≤k bounded polynomially in
k, the ground state energy E only depends on a small fraction of all the wave function parameters, and is the
solution of equations of the Coupled-Cluster (CC) form. This generalizes the standard CC method, for which
N≤k is bounded by a constant. Based on that result and low-rank tensor decompositions (LRTD), we discuss
two possible extensions of the CC approach for wave functions with general polynomial bound for N≤k. The
most straightforward of those extensions uses the LRTD to represent the amplitudes of the CC cluster operator
T which, unlike in the CC case, is not truncated with respect to number of excitations, and the tensor param-
eters are given by a LRTD-adapted version of standard CC equations. The LRTD can also be used to directly
parametrize the wave function coefficients, which involves different equations of the CC form. We derive those
equations for the coefficients of SD’s with l ≤ 4 excitations, using the CC exponential wave function ansa¨tz with
a different type of excitation operator, and a representation of the Hamiltonian in terms of excited particle and
hole operators. To complete the proposed computational methods, we construct compact tensor representations
of coefficients, or T -amplitudes, using superpositions of tree tensor networks which take into account differ-
ent possible types of entanglement between excited particles and holes. Finally, we discuss why the proposed
CC extensions are theoretically applicable at larger coupling strengths than those treatable by the standard CC
method.
I. Introduction
The accurate prediction of low temperature properties of
many particles system is the main goal of theoretical con-
densed matter and quantum chemistry research. The quan-
tum nature of those systems however poses a seemingly un-
surmountable challenge because of the exponential growth of
the problem’s complexity with the number of particles. For
bosonic systems, quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) methods al-
low to overcome the exponential complexity. At a fundamen-
tal level however, matter is made of fermions, and the com-
putation remains exponentially hard even with QMC methods
because of the well known fermionic sign problem due to the
anti-commutation of fermion operators1.
Although no general recipe exists to solve the many-
fermions problem, many different methods have been de-
veloped to successfully study specific types of molecules or
phases of matter using adapted approximations. Those ap-
proximations typically become exact either in the weak or the
strong coupling (interaction) limits. One weak-coupling ap-
proach that has been very successful in quantum chemistry
is the Coupled Cluster (CC) method2,3 (review in Ref. 4),
which uses the wave function ansa¨tz exp(T )|φ〉, where |φ〉 is
a reference Slater determinant playing the role of a vacuum,
and T is an excitation operator creating states with different
numbers of particle-holes excitations on that vacuum. Unlike
the closely related Configuration-Interaction (CI) method, the
CC method is size-extensive, i.e., the energy scales correctly
with system size, which makes it suitable as well for weakly
correlated condensed matter systems5. Although exact only
in the weak-coupling limit, it can however include a reason-
able amount of quantum correlations, as compared to density
functional theory for instance, but it eventually fails dramati-
cally at strong coupling6. There are also several extensions of
the CC method aimed at treating strong correlations, among
which are the multireference CC methods (reviewed in Ref.
7), and various single reference extensions that use correla-
tion or projection operators6,8–12.
The ability to treat strong correlations in fermionic systems
is necessary to model some of the most interesting materials,
for instance, Mott insulators, Heavy Fermions systems and
high-temperature cuprate superconductors. For spin systems,
i.e. very strongly interacting half-filled systems, tensor net-
works (TN) states have proven very effective (reviews in Refs.
13 and 14). TN methods have also been applied to fermionic
systems15–23. The main idea behind a TN, which is a type of
low-rank tensor decomposition (LRTD), is to take advantage
of the small entanglement actually present in the ground state
of systems with local Hamiltonians to drastically reduce the
number of free parameters required to represent the ground
state. TN design therefore relies on the locality of the Hamil-
tonian (H). Other types of LRTD, which are not TN and do
not rely on the locality of H , have also been used in quantum
chemistry, and CC calculation in particular, to reduce compu-
tational complexity24–32. In those cases however, the LRTD
were used as purely mathematical tools, without reference to
the system’s entanglement, and without modifying the nature
of the CC approximation.
In the present work, we explicitly assume a ground state
with low entanglement as in TN methods, but with a single-
reference wave function expansion, as in the CI and CC meth-
ods, and a Hamiltonian assumed to be non-local. We then dis-
cuss the use of LRTD not to reduce computational complexity,
but to construct different size-extensive approximations than
the standard CC ones, in order to treat stronger correlations,
2without using projection or correlation operators.
More specifically, given a single-reference expansion of the
ground state of a fermionic system, we first show that the
energy of that state is the solution of generalized CC equa-
tions whenever the coefficients of Slater determinants (SD)
with l ≤ k particle-hole excitations can be defined with a to-
tal number of parameters N≤k bounded polynomially in k.
This also implies that the energy depends only on a small
fraction of all the wave function parameters and coefficients.
We will see that the standard CC approximation corresponds
to the simplest of this type of parametrization, where N≤k
is bounded by a constant. We then discuss two other types
of parametrization with arbitrary polynomial bound for N≤k
based on LRTD: one in which the LRTD parametrize the am-
plitudes in the CC cluster operator T and allow to close the
CC equations without truncating T on the number of excita-
tions axis, and another in which the LRTD parametrize the
wave function coefficients directly. For the latter, we derive
generalized CC equations for coefficients of SD’s with up to
four excitations. To do so, we use a T operator such that T l|φ〉
is proportional to the l excitation part of the wave function and
exp(T )|φ〉 is the formally exact full CI wave function, and a
representation of the Hamiltonian in terms of excited particle
and hole operators involving only standard second quantiza-
tion, instead of the usual CC particle-hole normal ordering
notation. For the two proposed approaches, we have to con-
sider higher-order tensors than in the tensor implementations
of CC, and for which more complex tensor representations are
required to obtain a globally compact low-entanglement rep-
resentation of the involved coefficients or T -amplitudes. For
that purpose, we construct representations which can be de-
scribed as superpositions of tree tensor networks (STTN), and
are designed to maximize compactness by taking into account
the different possible types of entanglement between excited
particles and holes and by sharing tensors between different
sets of coefficient. The STTN also allow to estimate the com-
putational complexity of the proposed approaches. The justifi-
cation for the low-entanglement assumption, despite the non-
locality of the Hamiltonian, and the conditions of validity of
the CC extensions are also discussed.
The paper is organized as follows: A brief review of the CI
and CC methods is given in section II. Then, the ground state
energy computation result is obtained in section III. The two
types of LRTD parametrization and the choices of orbital basis
and reference are discussed in section IV. Section V describes
the particle-hole representation of the Hamiltonian used to
derive the generalized CC equations for the CI coefficients.
Those equations are then presented in section VI, with their
derivation provided in appendix and as supplemental material.
Finally, the STTN representation is described in section VII,
followed by a discussion and conclusion in sections VIII and
IX, respectively.
II. The Configuration-Interaction and Coupled Cluster
methods
Let us begin by briefly reviewing the basis of the
Configuration-Interaction and Coupled Cluster methods to
which we will refer later. More details on those methods can
be found in Refs.4,33,34. First, we define
|φ〉 = a†i1a
†
i2
. . . a†iN |0〉 , (1)
where a†i creates an electron on the spin-orbital i. |φ〉 will be
called the reference Slater determinant (SD) for the N elec-
trons system and will be used as an approximate vacuum state
for the system. We also define
|φi1,i2,...,ikj1,j2,...,jk〉 = a
†
ik
ajka
†
ik−1
ajk−1 . . . a
†
i1
aj1 |φ〉 , (2)
a SD with k particle-hole excitations with respect to |φ〉. Now,
let us write the system’s ground state wave function in the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation as
|ψ〉 = |φ〉+
∑
i,j
cij |φij〉+
∑
〈i1,i2〉
〈j1,j2〉
ci1i2j1j2 |φi1i2j1j2〉
+ . . .+
∑
〈i1i2...in〉,
〈j1,j2...jn〉
ci1i2...inj1,j2...jn |φi1i2...inj1,j2...jn〉
(3)
where the i and j indices refer to empty and occupied spin-
orbitals in |φ〉, respectively, 〈i1i2 . . . in〉 is a combination of
distinct indices such that im < il form > l, and n ≤ nmax =
min(Ne, No), where Ne and No are the number of empty
and occupied spin-orbitals, respectively, in |φ〉. Expression
(3) is the well known Configuration-Interaction (CI) form of
the wave function. In CI calculations, the coefficients are ob-
tained by minimizing the energy 〈ψ|H |ψ〉/〈ψ|ψ〉, whereH is
the system’s Hamiltonian, which is usually done by diagonal-
izing the matrix representation of H in the |φi1i2...ikj1,j2...jk〉 basis,
where 0 ≤ k ≤ n. If n = nmax, the method is called full CI
or exact diagonalization. Usually n < nmax in the CI method
because the entire Hilbert space is too large for the full CI
calculation to be tractable.
The single particle orbitals in (1) are typically Hartree-
Fock spin-orbitals. However, the optimal orbitals for CI are
called natural spin-orbitals and are the orbitals that diago-
nalize the single particle density matrix 〈ψFCI |a†iaj |ψFCI〉,
where |ψFCI〉 is the full CI ground state. They are also
the orbitals that minimize the variance
∑
i
(〈nˆ2i 〉 − 〈nˆi〉2) =∑
i〈nˆi〉(1 − 〈nˆi〉) (nˆ2i = nˆi for fermions), of the spin-orbital
occupation number nˆi = a
†
iai
33, which minimizes the size
of the active space, i.e. the number of partially filled spin-
orbitals, and therefore reduces the size of the Hilbert space
for the many-particle problem. However, since |ψFCI〉 is un-
known, an approximate |ψ〉 must necessarily be used in prac-
tice, which yields only approximate natural orbitals.
The justification for expanding the wave function in number
of excitations with respect to |φ〉 is that, because the Hamil-
tonian has only one- and two-particle terms, it has a block-
3band-matrix form in such a basis. It is therefore expected that
the coefficients of the ground state will decrease rapidly as a
function of the number of excitations if the reference SD is
well chosen.
The main flaw of the CI method is that it is not size-
extensive, i.e., the energy of the system does not behave cor-
rectly as the system becomes large. For instance, for a ho-
mogeneous system of size V , instead of being proportional to
V as V → ∞, the CI energy is proportional to √V 5. This
is a consequence of the truncation of Hilbert space, which
is equivalent to the inclusion of unlinked diagrams from a
perturbation theory perpective, while any size-extensive ap-
proximation must only include linked diagrams4,5,35,36. The
CI method is however a practical method for small molecules
and impurity problems such a the Anderson model, one of the
cornerstone of Dynamical Mean Field Theory37,38.
Instead of truncating Hilbert space at a given number of
particle-hole excitations, one can also define a wave func-
tion that spans the whole Hilbert space, by using “compos-
ite” coefficients above a certain number of excitations. This is
what the Coupled Cluster (CC) method does by postulating a
ground state of the form
|ψ〉 = eT |φ〉 , (4)
where T is called the cluster operator and is defined as
T = T1 + T2 + . . .+ Tn (5a)
where the Tl’s are excitation operators defined as
Tl =
∑
〈i1i2...il〉,
〈j1,j2...jl〉
di1i2...ilj1,j2...jla
†
il
ajla
†
il−1
ajl−1 . . . a
†
i1
aj1 . (5b)
When the exponential is expended as a Maclaurin series, the
SD’s with any number of excitations are present, up to nmax.
In addition, while the l ≤ n excitation coefficients have an
irreducible (connected) part, namely an amplitude in T , the
coefficients of higher order SD’s are fully expressed as com-
binations of products of lower order amplitudes generated by
the form eT , i.e., they are reducible. For instance, if n = 2,
the single excitation SD’s are generated by T1 and double ex-
citations SD’s are generated by T2 + T
2
1 /2, while the three
excitations SD’s are generated by T1T2 + T
3
1 /6. The series
(5) is also a type of cumulant expansion, but in excitation op-
erator space with respect to |φ〉, i.e., it is the connected part
of the operator relating |ψ〉 to |φ〉. For large systems, the
CC ansa¨tz (4) produces much better results than discarding
completely the SD’s with more than n excitations as in the CI
method4. On the other hand, the CC method is exact only in
the weak coupling limit and fails quite dramatically at strong
coupling6, which implies that the decoupled expressions for
the high order coefficients are bad approximations for the true
coefficients in that regime.
If (4) is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian H , we have
H |ψ〉 = E|ψ〉 = eTE|φ〉. Therefore, assuming |φ〉 is nor-
malized, since any state |φi1i2...ilj1,j2...jl〉 is orthogonal to |φ〉 for
l 6= 0, if we project H |ψ〉 on 〈φ|e−T or 〈φi1i2...ilj1,j2...jl |e−T , we
obtain the equations
〈φ|e−THeT |φ〉 = E ,
〈φi1i2...ilj1,j2...jl |e−THeT |φ〉 = 0 , 1 ≤ l ≤ n ,
(6)
which, after substitution of T by Eq. (5) and H by its second
quantization expression, yields a set of nonlinear equations
defining the T amplitudes di1i2...ilj1,j2...jl for 1 ≤ l ≤ n.
By expanding the exponentials in the similarity-
transformed hamiltonian e−THeT , we obtain
e−THeT = H + [H,T ] +
1
2
[[H,T ], T ]
+
1
3!
[[[H,T ], T ] , T ] +
1
4!
[[[[H,T ], T ] , T ] , T ] + . . .
(7)
For T given by (5), this series ends after the five terms in-
cluded above. Very importantly, (7) shows that e−THeT only
contains connected terms because the commutators cancel any
disconnected terms. Because of this connectedness of the CC
equations, the CC energy is size-extensive4,5,35,36. Note also
that, because T contains only excitation terms, any term in
which it appears on the left of H is disconnected. Conse-
quently,
e−THeT = (HeT )c (8)
where the subscript c indicates that only connected terms are
kept.
The size-extensivity is a crucial aspect of the CC method,
which makes it suitable for large systems, and thus applica-
ble to condensed matter. However, because particle correla-
tions are directly accounted for in the CC wave function up to
two and sometimes three excitations in practice4, while higher
order coefficients are decoupled, important strong coupling
physics cannot be properly treated. For example, for a SD
with more than n excitations and two excited particles or holes
with opposite spins occupying an orbital where the Coulomb
repulsion is strong, the coefficient should be small in order to
minimize the energy, but in most terms defining the l > n
excitations coefficients of the CC wave function, the strongly
interacting particles or holes are decoupled, and thus do not
include the effect of that repulsion. If all the higher order coef-
ficients were to be negligibly small, this effect would be small.
However, on the contrary, the convergence rate of the single-
reference expansion (3) decreases as the coupling strength in-
creases because many different SD’s become nearly degen-
erate, and thus have comparable contributions in the ground
state. At larger coupling, it therefore becomes more important
to control higher order coefficients. Unfortunately, the com-
putational complexity increases exponentially with the trun-
cation order n in the CC method. Other strategies are thus
required to treat more strongly correlated systems.
4III. The energy of ground states with low entanglement CI
expansions
Let us consider a system of N = N↑ + N↓ fermions, for
which the CI form of the wave function, Eq. (3), converges,
though not necessarily rapidly. In the following, we will show
that, when the l ≤ k excitation coefficients can be defined
with a number of free parameters NTD≤k bounded above by a
polynomial in k, then the grounds state energy E is the so-
lution of a set of equations of the Coupled Cluster form, Eqs.
(6), but where T is generally different from (5). Consequently,
E also depends only on a small fraction of all the wave func-
tion parameters and wave function coefficients. Note that the
convergence condition only serves to ensure that E is the true
ground state energy, hence the assumption that the conver-
gence can be slow. This is an important aspect of that result
that will be discussed further below.
Before we begin with the proof, let us give a few definitions
about tensors. First, the term “order” will be used to specify
the number of indices of a tensor. Then, the term “rank” will
be used in a similar sense as for matrices, where it is the num-
ber of linearly independent columns, or rows, i.e., the number
of non-zero singular values of the matrix. However, for ten-
sors, there are more than one definition of rank. First, if we
define a simple tensor as the tensor product of vectors, we
can represent any tensor as a sum of simple tensors. Then,
the simplest definition of a tensor rank is the minimal num-
ber of simple tensor in that representation. Another definition
is the multilinear rank, or multirank. For a tensor of order
k, the multirank is the vector (r1, r2, . . . , rk) corresponding
to the dimensions of the core tensor in the higher order sin-
gular value decomposition (HOSVD)39. In the following, we
use the expression “full rank” in the sense that a tensor does
not have a more compact representation than as a multidimen-
sional array of the same dimensions as the original, and “low
rank” in the general sense that it can be represented by a ten-
sor product involving less free parameters than the number of
elements in the tensor.
To prove the result stated in the first paragraph in the most
general case, we first define the following excitation operator
T
T =
∑
i,j
a†iajDˆ
i
j (9a)
where Dˆij is an operator defined as
Dˆikjk |φ
i1i2...ik−1
j1j2...jk−1
〉 = 1
k
ci1i2...ikj1j2...jk
c
i1i2...ik−1
j1j2...jk−1
|φi1i2...ik−1j1j2...jk−1〉 . (9b)
where the coefficients are assumed as those of the full CI wave
function, Eq. (3). We could write explicitly the operator Dˆij
in terms of products of particle number operators, but the def-
inition (9b) is sufficient. With this definition of T , we have
T |φ〉 =
∑
i,j
a†iajDˆ
i
j |φ〉
=
∑
i,j
cij |φij〉
T 2|φ〉 =
∑
i2j2
a†i2aj2Dˆ
i2
j2
∑
i1j1
ci1j1 |φi1j1 〉
=
1
2
∑
i1,i2
j1,j2
ci1i2j1j2 |φi1i2j1j2〉
...
T k|φ〉 = 1
k!
∑
i1,i2...ik
j1,j2,...,jk
ci1,i2...ikj1,j2,...,jk |φ
i1,i2...ik
j1,j2,...,jk
〉 .
(10)
The definition (9) assumes that, if a coefficient ci1,i2...ikj1,j2,...,jk is
finite, all the coefficients which upper and lower indices are
subsets of {i1, i2 . . . ik} and {j1, j2, . . . , jk}, respectively, are
also finite. They can however be arbitrarily small.
Using (9) in the CC ansa¨tz (4) yields
eT |φ〉 =
(
1 + T +
T 2
2
+
T 3
3!
+ . . .
)
|φ〉
= |φ〉+
∑
i,j
cij|φij〉+
1
4
∑
i1,i2
j1,j2
ci1i2j1j2 |φi1i2j1j2〉+ . . .
+
(
1
nmax!
)2 ∑
i1i2...inmax ,
j1,j2...jnmax
c
i1i2...inmax
j1,j2...jnmax
|φi1i2...inmaxj1,j2...jnmax 〉
= |φ〉+
∑
i,j
cij|φij〉+
∑
〈i1,i2〉
〈j1,j2〉
ci1i2j1j2 |φi1i2j1j2〉
+ . . .+
∑
〈i1i2...inmax 〉,
〈j1,j2...jnmax 〉
c
i1i2...inmax
j1,j2...jnmax
|φi1i2...inmaxj1,j2...jnmax 〉
= |ψFCI〉
(11)
where we have used the fact that ci1i2...inj1,j2...jn |φi1i2...inj1,j2...jn〉 is in-
variant under the (n!)2 different permutations of the indices.
The operator (9) therefore allows to put the full CI form of the
wave function in the CC form. The bijective relation between
T k and the k excitations part of the wave function will also be
useful below.
Now, with T given by (9), the series (7) has nmax+1 terms,
unlike the CC case for which the number of terms is 5. Thus,
if we expand the exponentials as Maclaurin series in the CC
5equations (6), we obtain
Eδl0 = 〈φi1i2...ilj1,j2...jl |e−THeT |φ〉
= 〈φi1i2...ilj1,j2...jl |
(
1− T + T
2
2
− T
3
3!
+ . . .+ (−1)lT
l
l!
)
×H
(
1 + T +
T 2
2
+
T 3
3!
+ . . .+
T l+2
(l + 2)!
)
|φ〉 ,
0 ≤ l ≤ n ,
(12)
where δl0 is the Kronecker delta function and 〈φi1i2...i0j1,j2...j0 | =
〈φ|. From Eq. (10), those equations depend on the coeffi-
cients of the 1 ≤ l ≤ n + 2 excitation SD’s in (11). The
maximum power of T on the right-hand side ofH is l+2 be-
causeH can annihilate two particle-hole pairs at most and the
maximum power of T on the left-hand side of H is l since
the smallest number of excitations is zero. Equations (12)
are exact since eT |φ〉 is the full CI wave function and thus
HeT |φ〉 = EeT |φ〉 holds exactly.
The number of SD’s with l excitations increases nearly ex-
ponentially with l. Therefore, since equations (12) depend on
the 1 ≤ l ≤ n + 2 excitation coefficients, while the number
of equations is equal to the number of SD’s with 0 ≤ l ≤ n
excitations, the number of parameters is much larger than the
number of equations if the equations are truncated at a given
n < nmax and the coefficients have full rank. As described
in section II, the CC strategy to close the equations amounts
to expressing the coefficients of SD’s with l > n excitations
using only cluster operator amplitudes for l ≤ n excitations.
However, this is only one of many possible ways of closing
the equations. Indeed, Eqs. (12) can be closed at a value
n < nmax if the number of free parameters defining the co-
efficients increases at a slower rate with the number of exci-
tations than the number of SD’s itself. This might seem like
a strange assumption, but it is possible if there exist low-rank
decompositions of each set of coefficients
{
ci1i2...ilj1,j2...jl
}
, when
the latter is interpreted as a tensor. In practice, the increas-
ing rate of the number of free parameters with l must be slow
enough that the equations are closed at n small, so that the
number of equations and free parameters are computationally
tractable. This is the case if we assume an increasing rate
smaller than some low order polynomial. Let us see this in
more details.
If the number of up and down spin-orbitals are both equal to
L, the number of coefficients of the form ci1i2...ikj1,j2...jk , assuming
that indices i1 to ip have spins up and indices ip+1 to ik have
spins down, is
NCIk,p =
(
L−N↑
p
)(
L−N↓
k − p
)(
N↑
p
)(
N↓
k − p
)
=
(L−N↑)!
p!(L−N↑ − p)!
(L−N↑)!
(k − p)!(L−N↑ − k + p)!
× N↑!
p!(N↑ − p)!
N↑!
(k − p)!(N↑ − k + p)! .
(13)
the number of coefficients with k excitations is
NCIk =
min(k,N↑)∑
p=max(0,k−N↓)
NCIk,p (14)
and the total number of coefficients, or CC equations, with up
to k excitations is
NCI≤k =
k∑
l=0
NCIl . (15)
For k fixed, NCI≤k is polynomial in N = N↑ +N↓.
Now, using the fact that(
l
m
)
≥
(
l
m
)m
, 1 ≤ m ≤ l , (16)
we have that
NCIk,p ≥
(
L−N↑
p
)p(
L−N↓
k − p
)k−p (
N↑
p
)p(
N↓
k − p
)k−p
(17)
If we consider only the cases p = k,
NCIk,k ≥
(
(L−N↑)N↑
k2
)k
. (18)
Now, if the number of parameters NTD≤k defining the l ≤ k
excitation coefficients is bounded above polynomially in k,
we have NTD≤k+2 ≤ akr, where r ∈ N and a > 0. We then
have
NCI≤k
NTD≤k+2
>
NCIk,k
NTD≤k+2
≥
(
(L−N↑)N↑
k2
)k
akr
NCI≤k
NTD≤k+2
>
1
a
ek ln
(L−N↑)N↑
k2
−r ln k
(19)
For k2 ≪ (L − N↑)N↑, this ratio grows rapidly with k
and thus, for r small, there is a small value of k for which
NCI≤k > N
TD
≤k+2. Therefore, given the polynomially bounded
parametrization of the coefficients, the equations (12) are
closed at a small value of n and the ground state energyE de-
pends only on the k ≤ n+2 excitation coefficients, a fraction
of order
(
n
N
)r
or smaller of the total number of free param-
eters defining the wave function, and E can be computed in
polynomial time by solving a set of equations of the CC form,
or generalized CC equations. This concludes the proof of the
result stated in the first paragraph of the present section.
A corollary to that computation result is that equal-time cor-
relation functions at zero temperature can also be computed if
the ground state energy can. This is the Hellmann-Feynman
theorem, which is proved in appendixA. In particular, this fact
can be used to determine an optimal spin-orbital basis. This is
discussed further in section IVC.
The standard CC method corresponds to the simplest appli-
cation of the computation result we have just proved. Indeed,
6since the l > n excitation coefficients depend only on low or-
der amplitudes in CC, NCC≤k is constant for k ≥ n, i.e., it is
the simplest possible polynomial.
The fact that there is no lower bound on the convergence
rate of the CI expansion in the above result implies that it also
applies to strongly correlated systems. Indeed, as discussed at
the end of section II, at strong, but finite, coupling strength,
the ground state of such systems also possess a converging
single-reference CI expansion. The difference with the weak
coupling regime is that the expansion converges only slowly
as the number of excitations increases, hence the failure of
approximations that truncate the cluster operator with respect
to that parameter. As discussed in section IV that follows, the
above result allows to use CC equations with other types of
approximations much better suited to the strongly correlated
regime.
As mentioned above, a polynomially bounded parametriza-
tion of the sets of coefficients
{
ci1i2...ilj1,j2...jl
}
for 1 ≤ l ≤ n + 2
can be obtained using low-rank tensor decompositions, which
are based on the existence of basis transformations, in single
and multiple particle and hole spaces, such that a superposi-
tion of l excitations SD’s can be written with a much smaller
number of components in the transformed basis. Since the
rank can be used as a measure of entanglement, this type of
parametrization is also a low-entanglement representation of
the coefficients. In section IV that follows, we will discuss
two types of LRTD-based parametrization which are appli-
cations of the ground state energy computation result given
above, and are good candidates for strong coupling extensions
of the CC method. Adapted LRTD-based representations ap-
plicable in both cases will also be described in section VII.
Note that equations (12) are also valid if T is the CC clus-
ter operator, Eq. (5), but without any truncation. Then, the
maximum power of T is 4, as discussed in section II, and only
the terms of T up to Tl contribute on the left-hand side of
H and up to Tl+2 on the right-hand side. However, as shall
be discussed in section IV that follows, that choice produces
a particular type of approximation when combined with the
LRTD-based representations. On the other hand, thanks to
the operator (9), we obtain a result applicable to any converg-
ing single-reference expansion with a polynomially bounded
parametrization of the wave function coefficients, which in-
cludes the CC approximation and the two types of approxi-
mations discussed in the section IV.
IV. Extending the Coupled Cluster method with low-rank
tensor decompositions
In this section we discuss two possible generalizations of
the CC method based the result of section III. The first one
is a straightforward extension of CC and the second approach
uses a parametrization more directly connected to the CI form
of the wave function. We will also discuss the choice of spin-
orbital basis and reference SD.
A. A Coupled Cluster approach without truncation of the
cluster operator
The simplest tensor-based extension of CC, or TCC for
“tensor-CC”, that uses a general polynomially bounded
parametrization of the wave function coefficients applies the
LRTD-based parametrization to the amplitudes di1i2...ikj1,j2...jk in
the CC cluster operator, Eq. (5), for all the terms with
1 ≤ k ≤ n+2 involved in the equations (12) with 0 ≤ l ≤ n.
The explicit form of those equations in terms of cluster opera-
tor amplitudes and Hamilitonian parameters are the usual CC
equations, except that T is not truncated with respect to exci-
tation number, or equivalently, truncated at n+ 2 excitations.
Therefore, if n = 2, we use only the CC equations with l ≤ 2
of the CC approximation with truncation of T at four excita-
tions (CCSDTQ). To complete the equations, the LRTD-based
representation for sets of coefficients with 1 ≤ k ≤ 4 excita-
tions provided in section VII, or other similar representations,
can be used to parametrize the amplitudes.
The most crucial aspect of that approximation, as com-
pared with standard CC, is the fact that there is no truncation
of T with respect to excitation number. Indeed, if we con-
sider the wave function coefficients generated by the CC ex-
ponential ansa¨tz with such a T operator, the reducible parts
then have irreducible corrections at all orders, except that
those corrections are expressed with LRTD. For instance, this
type of parametrization of the T amplitudes can take into ac-
count local correlations, which can have a similar effect as a
Gutzwiller operator40 that modulates the coefficients of SD’s
with strongly correlated excited quasiparticles (i.e. particles
or holes) occupying the same spatial orbital. This is only
the simplest possibility allowed by such a parametrization,
since non-local correlations can be treated as well. There-
fore, in principle, this type of tensor-based approximation
yields results valid at stronger coupling than standard CC. In
fact, while the CC approximation is exact in the weak cou-
pling limit, corresponding to a fast converging cluster opera-
tor, TCC would be exact in the low-entanglement limit of the
cluster operator T , which includes the weak coupling limit,
but is more general. It would therefore be a very compact ap-
proximation at weak coupling, but also at moderately strong
coupling, as long as the wave function coefficients can be rep-
resented by the reducible parts generated by the exponential
ansa¨tz, corrected by irreducible LRTD-based terms. On the
other hand, as the coupling strength increases, the reducible
parts become worse approximations of the actual wave func-
tion coefficients, which requires larger and more complex ir-
reducible parts that can become difficult to represent using
LRTD. The type of approximation discussed in section IVB
that follows could then become useful.
B. Computing CI coefficients using generalized CC equations
Another possible tensor-based extension of the CC method
uses the definition (9) for T and equations (12). This produces
equations similar to the CC ones, though involving the CI
coefficients instead of cluster operator amplitudes, which are
7closed by parametrizing the coefficients with LRTD. This ap-
proach could thus be called TCICC, for “tensor-CI using CC
equations”. In that case, unlike the approximation described
in section IVA above, the wave function coefficients are com-
pletely defined using LRTD and do not have reducible parts.
Although such an approximation is probably not optimal at
weak coupling, it is in principle applicable at very strong cou-
pling, as long as there exist a single-reference CI representa-
tion of the wave function that converges at least slowly with
the number of particle-hole excitation, ensuring that a good
approximation to the actual ground state energy can be found.
Such an approximation is exact in the low-entanglement limit
of the CI coefficients, which is very different from the limit
of validity of the CC approximation, and is more general than
the TCC approach, which is a special case of TCICC.
The explicit form of equations (12) in terms of CI coeffi-
cients and Hamiltonian parameters, obtained using the defi-
nition (9) for T , are provided for the l ≤ 4 excitation coef-
ficients in section VI. To derive those equations, instead of
the standard approach of CC that use a special notation to ex-
press particle-hole normal-ordered operators, we have used a
representation ofH in terms of excited particles and holes op-
erators which is described in section V. To parametrize the CI
coefficients, the same type of LRTD-based representation as
proposed for the cluster amplitudes, and described in section
VII, could be used.
C. Choice of spin-orbital basis and reference
When working with a single-reference expansion of the
wave function such as Eq. (11), the spin-orbital basis that
maximizes convergence of that expansion is the natural spin-
orbital basis. Since these orbitals diagonalize the single-
particle density matrix 〈ψFCI |a†iaj |ψFCI〉, which does not
have any time dependance, they can be computed using the
source-field method described in appendix A. This implies
that the exact wave function |ψFCI〉 is approximated by |ψ〉.
For instance, one can start the calculation using Hartree-Fock
spin-orbitals, then, after a first approximation of the ground
state energy and wave function parameters are computed, a
first approximation of the natural spin-orbitals can be com-
puted with the source-field method, with which a new energy
and wave function can be obtained. The procedure can then
be repeated until the energy converges. If the number of spin-
orbitals is 2L, one diagonalization of 〈ψ|a†iaj |ψ〉 requires 4L2
different solutions of the CC equations for a Hamiltonian per-
turbed by a small source field. Although that number of dif-
ferent CC calculations might seem daunting, each solution is
only slightly different from the unperturbed one and is there-
fore much faster to compute.
V. Particle-hole representation of the Hamiltonian for single
reference-based calculations
To derive the CC equations, it is convenient to use a rep-
resentation of the Hamiltonian H where the operators are
normal-ordered for both particles and holes. The standard
method is to express the Hamiltonian operators using the nota-
tion {a†iaj} and {a†ia†jakal}, which puts the annihilation op-
erators for empty orbitals (in |φ〉) and the creation operators
for occupied orbitals at the rightmost positions ({. . .} is not
an anticommutator in that notation)4,41. Here, we will also
use such a normal-ordered Hamiltonian, but instead of using
the {. . .} notation, we will define excited particle and hole op-
erators p†i , for the unoccupied spin-orbitals, and h
†
i , for the oc-
cupied spin-orbitals, respectively, and express H using those
operators. The resulting representation is less compact than
with the {. . .} notation, but it accomplish a part of the work
that is otherwise required during the algebraic derivation of
the equations, and thus it actually simplifies it since that part is
done only once. In addition, it only uses second quantization
notation and is physically intuitive, as it explicitly takes the
form of a Hamiltonian acting on a vacuum and the particles
and anti-particles created from it, which is how the reference
|φ〉 is treated. Finally, no distinction has to be made between
empty and occupied spin-orbitals indices during the derivation
with that representation because that information is included
in the definition of the excited particle and hole operators.
First, let us define
tij = δσiσj
∫
d3r η∗i (r)
(−~2∇2
2me
+ V cei(r)
)
ηj(r)
V cijkl = δσiσlδσjσk
∫
d3r1d
3r2 η
∗
i (r1)η
∗
j (r2)V
c
ee(r1 − r2)
× ηk(r2)ηl(r1) ,
(20)
where the indices are spin-orbital indices, me is the electron
mass, ηi(r) are spatial orbitals, σi =↑, ↓ are spin indices,
V cei(r) is the static Coulomb potential experienced by an elec-
tron due to ions treated in the Born-Oppenheimer approxima-
tion, and V cee(r1 − r2) is the electron-electron Coulomb po-
tential. Then, the hamiltonian in the second quantized form
is
Hˆ =
∑
ij
tija
†
iaj +
1
2
∑
ijkl
V cijkla
†
ia
†
jakal (21)
or, using the anti-symmetrized Coulomb interaction Vijkl =
V cijkl − V cijlk ,
Hˆ =
∑
ij
tija
†
iaj +
1
4
∑
ijkl
Vijkla
†
ia
†
jakal
Hˆ = Kˆ + Vˆ ,
(22)
where Kˆ is the one body term and Vˆ , the two-body term. Note
that, from (20) and the hermicity of the potential energy term,
we have that V cijkl = V
c
lkji and from the inversion symme-
try of V cee(r1 − r2), V cijkl = V cjilk , and thus V cijkl = V cklij .
Therefore, Vijkl also has all those symmetries, in addition to
Vijkl = −Vijlk = −Vjikl.
We now define excited particle and hole operators associ-
8ated with the reference |φ〉:
p†i = (1 − nφi )a†i , (23a)
h†i = n
φ
i ai , (23b)
where nφi = 〈φ|a†iai|φ〉 is the number of particles occupying
spin-orbital i in |φ〉 and is thus constant. Therefore, p†i and
pi act only on empty spin-orbitals of |φ〉, while h†i and hi act
only on occupied spin-orbitals of |φ〉. From those definitions
we have
a†i = p
†
i + hi
ai = pi + h
†
i ,
(24)
and the anticommutation relations
{pi, pj} = 0,
{p†i , pj} = δij(1 − nφi ),
(25)
{hi, hj} = 0,
{h†i , hj} = δijnφi ,
(26)
{pi, hj} = 0,
{pi, h†j} = 0.
(27)
Using the definitions (23), the SD (2) is written
|φi1,i2,...,ikj1,j2,...,jk〉 = p
†
ik
h†jkp
†
ik−1
h†jk−1 . . . p
†
i1
h†j1 |φ〉 . (28)
If we substitute (24) in Kˆ and put each term in the usual
normal order of second quantization, i.e., with all the annihi-
lation operators on the right, we obtain
Kˆ =
∑
ij
tijp
†
ipj −
∑
ij
tijh
†
ihj +
∑
ij
tij
(
p†ih
†
j + h.c.
)
+
∑
i
tiin
φ
i ,
(29)
where h.c. stands for hermitian conjugate. We also have as-
sumed that tij is real and thus tij = tji. Here the indices
can run over all spin-orbitals because of the prefactors in the
definitions (23). Note how the energy of holes is formally the
negative of the particles’ and how the constant term 〈φ|Kˆ |φ〉
appears explicitly.
Now, if we substitute (24) in Vˆ , put the terms in normal
order and use the symmetries of Vijkl , we obtain
Vˆ =
∑
ijk
Vikkjn
φ
kp
†
ipj −
∑
ijk
Vikkjn
φ
kh
†
ihj
+
∑
ijk
Vikkjn
φ
k(p
†
ih
†
j + h.c.) +
1
2
∑
ij
Vijjin
φ
i n
φ
j
+
1
4
∑
ijkl
Vijklp
†
ip
†
jpkpl +
1
4
∑
ijkl
Vijklh
†
ih
†
jhkhl
+
1
4
∑
ijkl
Vijkl(p
†
ip
†
jh
†
kh
†
l + h.c.)
+
1
2
∑
ijkl
Vijkl(p
†
ip
†
jh
†
kpl + h.c.)
+
1
2
∑
ijkl
Vijkl(h
†
ih
†
jp
†
khl + h.c.)−
∑
ijkl
Vikjlp
†
ih
†
jhkpl .
(30)
Here, it is interesting to consider only the two-body terms
involving particle and hole number operators npi = p
†
ipi and
nhi = h
†
ihi in (30), we then obtain
Vˆnp,nh =
1
2
∑
ij
Vijjin
p
i n
p
j+
1
2
∑
ij
Vijjin
h
i n
h
j−
∑
ij
Vijjin
p
in
h
j .
(31)
Therefore, assuming Vijji > 0, holes repel each other in the
same way as particles and particles and holes attract each
other. From that expression and the expression for Kˆ , Eq.
(29), we see how particles and holes in an insulating con-
densed matter system and electrons and positrons in the vac-
uum are mathematically equivalent in the long wavelength
limit.
Now, if we define
tφij = tij +
∑
k
Vikkjn
φ
k , (32)
which is called the Fock matrix, we finally obtain the particle-
9hole representation of the Hamiltonian:
Hˆφ = Hˆ − 〈φ|Hˆ |φ〉
= Hˆ −
∑
i
tiin
φ
i −
1
2
∑
ij
Vijjin
φ
i n
φ
j
=
∑
ij
tφijp
†
ipj −
∑
ij
tφijh
†
ihj +
∑
ij
tφij
(
p†ih
†
j + h.c.
)
+
1
4
∑
ijkl
Vijklp
†
ip
†
jpkpl +
1
4
∑
ijkl
Vijklh
†
ih
†
jhkhl
+
1
4
∑
ijkl
Vijkl(p
†
ip
†
jh
†
kh
†
l + h.c.)
+
1
2
∑
ijkl
Vijkl(p
†
ip
†
jh
†
kpl + h.c.)
+
1
2
∑
ijkl
Vijkl(h
†
ih
†
jp
†
khl + h.c.)−
∑
ijkl
Vikjlp
†
ih
†
jhkpl .
(33)
Although this representation is lengthier than (22), it is conve-
nient when working with the expansion of the wave function
in numbers of particle-holes excitations, Eq. (3), either in CI
or CC calculations, as illustrated in appendix B.
VI. The generalized CC equations for the energy and CI wave
function coefficients
Let us now write the equations (12) for T given by (9), in
terms of the CI wave function coefficients and Hamiltonian
parameters, and projection SD’s 〈φi1i2...ilj1,j2...jl | with 0 ≤ l ≤ 2.
To derive the equations, we have used the excited particle and
hole operators, Eqs. (23), and the representation (33) of the
Hamiltonian. However, although that representation is conve-
nient for that task, it remains a quite lengthy derivation. We
therefore only provide the equations here. The derivation of
the equations with projection on 〈φ| and 〈φij | are given in ap-
pendix B, while the derivation of the equations with projection
on 〈φi1i2j1j2 | is provided as supplemental material.
Using the shifted Hamiltonian, (33), the CC equations are
〈φ|e−T HˆφeT |φ〉 = ∆E ,
〈φi1i2...ilj1,j2...jl |e−THeT |φ〉 = 0 , 1 ≤ l ≤ n ,
(34)
where∆E = E − 〈φ|H |φ〉, and we will take n = 2.
First, because T , Eq. (9), is an excitation operator,
〈φ|e−T = 〈φ|. Then, taking into account the fact that Hˆφ can
destroy at most two particle-hole pairs and that 〈φ|Hˆφ|φ〉 =
0, the equation for the energy is
∆E = 〈φ|e−T HˆφeT |φ〉
= 〈φ|Hˆφ
(
1 + T +
1
2
T 2
)
|φ〉
∆E = 〈φ|HˆφT |φ〉+ 1
2
〈φ|HˆφT 2|φ〉 .
(35)
which, in terms of CI coefficients and Hamiltonian parame-
ters, is
∆E =
∑
ij
tφijc
i
j −
1
4
∑
ijkl
cijklVijkl . (36)
Then, the equations with projection on 〈φij | is
0 = 〈φij |e−T HˆφeT |φ〉
= 〈φij | (1− T ) Hˆφ
(
1 + T +
1
2
T 2 +
1
3!
T 3
)
|φ〉
0 = 〈φij |Hˆφ|φ〉+ 〈φij |HˆφT |φ〉 − 〈φij |T HˆφT |φ〉+
1
2
〈φij |HˆφT 2|φ〉
− 1
2
〈φij |T HˆφT 2|φ〉+
1
3!
〈φij |HˆφT 3|φ〉 ,
(37)
which yields
0 = tφij +
∑
l
tφilc
l
j −
∑
l
tφjlc
i
l −
∑
mn
Vimjnc
n
m
+
∑
kl
tφkl
(
cikjl − cijckl
)
+
1
4
∑
klm
Vklmic
kl
jm
− 1
4
∑
klm
Vklmjc
im
kl −
1
4
∑
klmn
Vklmn(c
kli
mnj − cijcklmn) .
(38)
Finally, the equations with projection on 〈φi1i2j1j2 | are
0 = 〈φi1i2j1j2 |e−T HˆφeT |φ〉
= 〈φi1i2j1j2 |
(
1− T + 1
2
T 2
)
Hˆφ
(
1 + T +
1
2
T 2 +
1
3!
T 3 +
1
4!
T 4
)
|φ〉
= 〈φi1i2j1j2 |Hˆφ|φ〉 + 〈φi1i2j1j2 |HˆφT |φ〉 − 〈φi1i2j1j2 |T Hˆφ|φ〉+
1
2
〈φi1i2j1j2 |HˆφT 2|φ〉 − 〈φi1i2j1j2 |T HˆφT |φ〉+
1
3!
〈φi1i2j1j2 |HˆφT 3|φ〉
− 1
2
〈φi1i2j1j2 |T HˆφT 2|φ〉+
1
2
〈φi1i2j1j2 |T 2HˆφT |φ〉+
1
4!
〈φi1i2j1j2 |HˆφT 4|φ〉 −
1
3!
〈φi1i2j1j2 |T HˆφT 3|φ〉+
1
4
〈φi1i2j1j2 |T 2HˆφT 2|φ〉
(39)
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which yields (see supplemental material)
0 = −Vi1i2j1j2 + tφi1j1ci2j2 − t
φ
i1j2
ci2j1 − t
φ
i2j1
ci1j2 + t
φ
i2j2
ci1j1 −
∑
k
(
Vi1i2j1kc
k
j2
− Vi1i2j2kckj1
)
+
∑
k
(
Vj1j2i1kc
i2
k − Vj1j2i2kci1k
)
+
∑
k
(
tφi1kc
ki2
j1j2
+ tφi2kc
i1k
j1j2
)
−
∑
k
(
tφj1kc
i1i2
kj2
+ tφj2kc
i1i2
j1k
)
− 1
2
∑
kl
Vi1i2klc
kl
j1j2
− 1
2
∑
kl
Vj1j2klc
i1i2
kl −
∑
kl
(
Vi1kj1lc
li2
kj2
+ Vi2kj1lc
i1l
kj2
+ Vi1kj2lc
li2
j1k
+ Vi2kj2lc
i1l
j1k
)
+
∑
kl
tφklc
ki1i2
lj1j2
− 1
2
∑
klm
(
Vklmi1c
kli2
mj1j2
− Vklmi2 ckli1mj1j2
)
+
1
2
∑
klm
(
Vklmj1c
mi1i2
klj2
− Vklmj2cmi1i2klj1
)
+ ci1i2j1j2
∑
kl
tφklc
k
l −
1
4
∑
klmn
Vklmnc
kli1i2
mnj1j2
− 1
4
ci1i2j1j2
∑
klmn
Vklmnc
kl
mn
+ ci1i2j1j2
[
− 1
2
(
tφi2j2
ci2j2
+
tφi1j2
ci1j2
+
tφi2j1
ci2j1
+
tφi1j1
ci1j1
)
− 1
2
∑
k
(
tφi2kc
k
j2
ci2j2
+
tφi1kc
k
j2
ci1j2
+
tφi2kc
k
j1
ci2j1
+
tφi1kc
k
j1
ci1j1
)
+
1
2
∑
k
(
tφj2kc
i2
k
ci2j2
+
tφj2kc
i1
k
ci1j2
+
tφj1kc
i2
k
ci2j1
+
tφj1kc
i1
k
ci1j1
)
+
1
2
∑
kl
(
Vi2lj2kc
k
l
ci2j2
+
Vi1lj2kc
k
l
ci1j2
+
Vi2lj1kc
k
l
ci2j1
+
Vi1lj1kc
k
l
ci1j1
)
−
∑
kl
tφkl
(
cki2lj2
ci2j2
+
cki1lj2
ci1j2
+
cki2lj1
ci2j1
+
cki1lj1
ci1j1
)
+
1
2
∑
klm
(
Vklmi2 c
kl
mj2
ci2j2
+
Vklmi1c
kl
mj2
ci1j2
+
Vklmi2c
kl
mj1
ci2j1
+
Vklmi1 c
kl
mj1
ci1j1
)
− 1
2
∑
klm
(
Vklmj2c
mi2
kl
ci2j2
+
Vklmj2 c
mi1
kl
ci1j2
+
Vklmj1c
mi2
kl
ci2j1
+
Vklmj1c
mi1
kl
ci1j1
)
+
1
8
∑
klmn
Vklmn
(
ckli2mnj2
ci2l2
+
ckli2mnj1
ci2j1
+
ckli1mnj2
ci1j2
+
ckli1mnj1
ci1j1
)]
.
(40)
In equations (36), (38) and (40), the upper indices in the
coefficients are summed over unoccupied spin-orbitals of the
reference SD |φ〉 and the lower indices are summed over oc-
cupied spin-orbitals.
Since the form (4) with T given by (9) can represent the ex-
act wave function, Eq. (11), the equations above apply to the
exact wave function. However, because they depend on the
triple- and quadruple-excitation coefficients, while the num-
ber of equations is NCI≤2 , they form an underdetermined sys-
tem of equations if the coefficients have full rank. As men-
tioned in the previous sections, the equations can be closed by
using LRTD to parametrize the coefficients in Eqs. (36), (38)
and (40), such that the number of parameters grows polyno-
mially with the number of excitations. In particular, we sug-
gest to use the representations described in section VII that
follows, which are designed to parametrize all the involved
coefficients in a globally compact way.
While Eqs. (36) and (38) are very similar to CC equations,
the difference with CC is clear in Eq. (40) because of the coef-
ficients appearing as denominators. The degree of the system
is therefore higher than in standard CC equations. In practice,
one could either use Eq. (40) as given here, or the version
without coefficients at denominators, obtained after multipli-
cation by ci1j1c
i1
j2
ci2j1c
i2
j2
.
In practice, for a given number of free parameters
NCI≤n−1 < N
TD
≤n < N
CI
≤n, not all the equations with pro-
jections on 〈φi1i2...inj1j2...jn | have to be used, but only a number
NCCn ≥ NTD≤n . However, if NCCn < NCI≤n, the projection
states should be chosen carefully to take into account all the
non-vanishing terms ofH .
Finally, because Eq. (7) still applies when the operator T
in the CC ansa¨tz is given by (9), the energy remains linked
and is thus size-extensive, as in standard CC. Note however
that Eq. (8) does not apply anymore, which is clear from the
presence of coefficients at denominators in Eq. (40), which do
not appear inHeT .
VII. Tensor representations for cluster operator amplitudes or
CI coefficients
To implement the tensor extensions of CC discussed in sec-
tion IV, practical LRTD-based representations are required for
either the CI coefficients or the cluster operator amplitudes. In
this section, we describe such representations, designed to be
compact specifically in the context of the proposed CC exten-
sions, and which will also allow us to estimate their computa-
tional complexity. Note however that those tensor-based rep-
resentations are provided to complete the discussed CC exten-
sions and are not tested. Other types of polynomially bounded
parametrization are possible, and the results provided in the
previous sections are valid for any such parametrization.
Let us assume that we use CC equations without truncation
of T with respect to excitation number, or the generalized CC
equations of section VI, where the projection SD’s have two
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excitations at most, namely n = 2 in Eq. (34). According
to Eq. (40), we need low rank tensor decompositions for the
l ≤ 4 excitation coefficients to close the equations. The sim-
plest approach would be to use generic types of LRTD such
as singular value decompositions (SVD), polyadic decompo-
sitions and higher-order SVD (HOSVD)39, to decompose the
sets of coefficients, or T -amplitudes, at each number of exci-
tations independently. However, because we have many ten-
sors to decompose, of orders up to eight, we can quickly loose
control over the number of parameters with such an approach.
On way to reduce the number of free parameters would be
to use a tensor network (TN) instead. In that case however,
it is not clear how to express the different sets of coefficients
{ci1i2...ilj1,j2...jl} using a single TN, or even how to construct the TN
for a non-localHamiltonian. In the following, we describe one
possible solution to those problems, which involves multiple
binary tree tensor networks (TTN) constructed from the same
smaller TTN’s, and then a representation of a given set of co-
efficients by a superposition of TTN’s (STTN). This produces
a globally compact structure that relies, on one hand, on the
low order of the tensors, as compared to usual TN approaches,
and, on the other hand, on some basic assumptions about the
dominant correlations in the system, though not on the specific
connections between spin-orbitals in the Hamiltonian. More
specifically, the STTN primarily take into account all types of
pairwise entanglement based on the charge and the spin of the
excited quasiparticles involved, and only some types of en-
tanglement between pairs and larger groups of excitations. In
addition to the fact that the same tensors are shared by differ-
ent decompositions, the tensors are of third order or less, so
that the total number of free parameters is kept under control.
In the following examples, we will use a variant of the
ci1i2...j1j2... notation of Eq. (3), as if the decomposition were used
to represent CI coefficients, but they can also be applied to
cluster operator amplitudes. The spin indices will be labeled
explicitly because different combinations of spins require dif-
ferent types of decompositions in oder to take the Pauli exclu-
sion principle into account.
For the single-excitation coefficients, the most compact
decomposition is a truncated singular value decomposition
(SVD):
ci↑j↓ =
s1∑
k=1
κph¯kk1u
↑
ikv
↓
jk (41)
where the columns of u↑ and v↓ are orthogonal unit vectors
and s1 ≤ min(L−Nσ, Nσ). Note that the spins are opposite
since the spin carried by a hole is opposite to the spin of the
particle in a pair created from a single occupied spin-orbital in
|φ〉. In the absence of spin-rotational symmetry, ci↓j↑ is defined
similarly, using the matrices u↓ and v↑ and the singular values
κp¯hkk1. Expression (41) is represented graphically in Fig. 1(a).
In the following, we will label tensors using combination
of p, p¯, h and h¯ as superscripts, corresponding respectively
to spin up and spin down particle and spin up and spin down
hole. The order in which they appear will determine how they
are entangled, assuming a binary tree structure, with an addi-
tional coma for odd numbers of excitations, as will be seen
below.
For two particle-hole excitations with opposite spins, there
are three different possible decompositions based on pairwise
entanglement: Singlet particle-particle and hole-hole pairing:
(
ci1↑i2↓j1↓j2↑
)
pp¯h¯h
=
spp¯∑
k=1
shh¯∑
l=1
sp∑
m,n=1
sh∑
q,r=1
λpp¯h¯hkl1 κ
pp¯
mnkκ
h¯h
qrl
× u↑i1mu
↓
i2n
v↓j1qv
↑
j2r
,
(42)
singlet particle-hole pairing:
(
ci1↑i2↓j1↓j2↑
)
ph¯p¯h
=
sph¯∑
k,l=1
sp∑
m,q=1
sh∑
n,r=1
λph¯p¯hkl1 κ
ph¯
mnkκ
p¯h
qrl
× u↑i1mv
↓
j1n
u↓i2qv
↑
j2r
,
(43)
and triplet particle-hole pairing:
(
ci1↑i2↓j1↓j2↑
)
php¯h¯
=
sph∑
k,l=1
sp∑
m,q=1
sh∑
n,r=1
λphp¯h¯kl1 κ
ph
mnkκ
p¯h¯
qrl
× u↑i1mv
↑
j2n
u↓i2qv
↓
j1r
,
(44)
where the first s1 columns of u
σ and vσ and the first matrix
slice of κph¯ and κp¯h are the same as in (41), and the similar
decomposition for ci↓j↑, where s1 = min(sp, sh), and we have
assumed sp¯h = sph¯ and sp¯h¯ = sph. As shown in appendix
D, the decompositions (42), (43) and (44) are related to com-
binations of SVD’s by internal rotations and all become ex-
act when the tensor dimensions are large. They are therefore
not orthogonal in general. However, at small tensor dimen-
sions they occupy different regions of Hilbert space since they
are based on different composite excitations, and thus each
of those decompositions allows a compact representation for
its particular type of entanglement, but not for the two other
types. Therefore, to obtain a compact representation allowing
all those types of entanglement to coexist, we can combine
(42), (43) and (44) and express the coefficients as
ci1↑i2↓j1↓j2↑ =
(
ci1↑i2↓j1↓j2↑
)
pp¯h¯h
+
(
ci1↑i2↓j1↓j2↑
)
ph¯p¯h
+
(
ci1↑i2↓j1↓j2↑
)
php¯h¯
,
(45)
where the dimensions of the u, v and κ tensors must be large
enough to include most of the entanglement in the set of coef-
ficients
{
ci1↑i2↓j1↓j2↑
}
while the overlap between the terms must
remain small to avoid redundancy. The graphical representa-
tion of Eq. (45) is shown in Fig. 1(b).
Now, let us assume sp = sh = s1 so that the number
of additional parameters in (45), with respect to the single-
excitation representations, depends only on spp¯, shh¯, sph¯ and
sph. In addition, let us assume that the total number of ma-
trix slices in the κ tensors, Sκ = spp¯ + shh¯ + 2sph¯ + 2sph,
is constant, and thus the total number of parameters for the
κ tensors is constant. Then, the total number of parame-
ters in (45) is determined only by the total numbers of ele-
ments in the λ matrices, Nλ = spp¯shh¯ + s
2
ph¯
+ s2ph. The
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minimum of Nλ under the constraint that Sκ is constant is
at spp¯ = shh¯ = sph¯ = sph = Sκ/6. Therefore, for
sp = sh = s1, if the optimal representation depended only
on the value of Sκ, the most compact representation would
be the one in which all the terms have the same number of
parameters in (45). In practice, the optimal values of sp and
sh are different and so are the optimal spp¯, shh¯, sph¯ and sph.
It is clear however that the inclusion of different terms tends
to reduce the number of parameters. In addition, including
the decompositions associated with the types of correlations
actually present in the set of coefficients also minimizes Sκ
because each type is represented in the most compact way
possible. Therefore, combining the relevant decompositions
in (45) tends to minimize the numbers of parameters in both
the λ and the κ tensors and produces a very compact repre-
sentation. As will become more clear below, the compactness
of the STTN structure also results from the sharing of tensors
amongst different decompositions.
For spin-orbital with same spin, the decompositions must
respect the Pauli exclusion principle. The decompositions
based on the two possible types of pairing are
(
ci1↑i2↑j1↓j2↓
)
pph¯h¯
=
spp∑
k=1
shh∑
l=1
sp∑
n>m=1
sh∑
r>q=1
λpph¯h¯kl1 κ
pp
mnkκ
h¯h¯
qrl
×
∣∣∣∣∣u
↑
i1m
u↑i1n
u↑i2m u
↑
i2n
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣v
↓
j1q
v↓j1r
v↓j2q v
↓
j2r
∣∣∣∣∣ ,
(46)
(
ci1↑i2↑j1↓j2↓
)
ph¯ph¯
=
sph¯∑
k,l=1
sp∑
m,q=1
sh∑
n,r=1
λph¯ph¯kl1 κ
ph¯
mnkκ
ph¯
qrl
× u↑i1mu
↑
i2q
∣∣∣∣∣v
↓
j1n
v↓j1r
v↓j2n v
↓
j2r
∣∣∣∣∣ ,
(47)
where λph¯ph¯kl is symmetric, and
ci1↑i2↑j1↓j2↓ =
(
ci1↑i2↑j1↓j2↓
)
pph¯h¯
+
(
ci1↑i2↑j1↓j2↓
)
ph¯ph¯
. (48)
In the absence of spin-rotational symmetry, the similar de-
compositions for ci1↓i2↓j1↑j2↑ involve the different tensors u
↓, v↑,
κp¯p¯, κhh, λp¯p¯hh, κp¯h and λp¯hp¯h. In (47), the exchange of i1
and i2 is equivalent to exchanging the columns in the determi-
nant, so that
(
ci1↑i2↑j1↓j2↓
)
ph¯ph¯
is also antisymmetric with respect
to those indices. Here, because κph¯ in (47) is the same as in
(43), if we assumed that only spp and shh can be optimized
in (48), the presence of the term
(
ci1↑i2↑j1↓j2↓
)
ph¯ph¯
would allow
spp and shh to be as small as possible. Expression (48) is
depicted in Fig. 1(c), where the antisymmetrization is indi-
cated by braquets, instead of displaying explicitly the similar
decompositions corresponding to all combinations of permu-
tations of identical particle or hole lines.
At two excitations, we can easily include all the types of
FIG. 1. Graphical representation of the STTN for single- and double-
excitation coefficients. The blue and green arrows represent particles
and holes, respectively, and their spin orientations. Figure (a) is a
representation of Eq. (41), (b) corresponds to Eq. (45) and (c), Eq.
(48). The circles represent the u and v matrices, the squares with
two arrows correspond to the κ tensors and the diamonds with four
arrows, the λ tensors. The brackets with subscript “AS” in (c) in-
dicates that the decompositions are antisymmetrized with respect to
exchange of identical particle or hole indices.
entanglement between the different pairs. In addition, all the
κ tensors connecting the pairs are also involved in the higher
order decompositions described below, and are therefore re-
quired. Furthermore, if the LRTD are used to represent sets
of cluster operator amplitudes, it is particularly important for
the double-excitation ones to be well represented since higher
order coefficients depend on them. When the number of
particle-hole excitations l increases, since the number of pos-
sible binary TTN increases exponentiallywith l, only an expo-
nentially small fraction of them can be included. This is not
a problem however when assuming a polynomially bounded
parametrization, since it means that there necessarily exists
subsets with a polynomially bounded number of decomposi-
tions that can produce accurate representations. To ensure that
the strongest correlations are taken into account while keep-
ing the number of parameters as small as possible, it is how-
ever important to include all the types of pairing in which the
two quasiparticles in a pair can occupy the same spatial or-
bital. Those are the triplet particle-hole pairing and singlet
particle-particle and hole-hole pairing. This is another reason
to use superpositions of TTN instead of a single TTN repre-
sentation, which is insufficient to satisfy that condition in the
present context. In the following, we will keep including de-
compositions based on all possible types of pairing in the rep-
resentations, which satisfy that condition, but also accounts
for other, strictly non-local (in the space of the chosen orbital
basis), correlations as well.
At three excitations, with particle-hole entanglement only
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at the lowest level of the tree, we have
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↑j1↓j2↓j3↓
)
ph¯ph¯ph¯
=
sph¯ph¯∑
m=1
sph¯∑
l1,l2,l3=1
sp∑
k1,k3,k5=1
sh∑
k2,k4,k6=1∑
pi∈S3
(
µph¯ph¯ph¯l1m λ
ph¯ph¯
l2l3m
+ µph¯ph¯ph¯l2m λ
ph¯ph¯
l1l3m
+ µph¯ph¯ph¯l3m λ
ph¯ph¯
l1l2m
)
× κph¯k1k2l1κ
ph¯
k3k4l2
κph¯k5k6l3ǫpi1pi2pi3
× u↑i1k1u
↑
i2k3
u↑i3k5v
↓
jpi1k2
v↓jpi2k4
v↓jpi3k6
,
(49)
where ǫpi1pi2pi3 is the Levi-Civita symbol, S3 is the permuta-
tion group for the set {1, 2, 3}, and the symmetrization of the
product µλ ensures the antisymmetry of the coefficient with
respect to exchange of the particle (i) indices. Then, we can
also have
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↑j1↓j2↓j3↓
)
ph¯,pph¯h¯
=
spph¯h¯∑
m=1
sph¯∑
l1=1
spp∑
l2=1
shh∑
l3=1
sp∑
k1,k3,k4=1
sh∑
k2,k5,k6=1
∑
pi,χ∈S3
µph¯,pph¯h¯l1m λ
pph¯h¯
l2l3m
× κph¯k1k2l1κ
pp
k3k4l2
κh¯h¯k5k6l3ǫpi1pi2pi3ǫχ1χ2χ3
× u↑ipi1k1u
↑
ipi2k3
u↑ipi1k4
v↓jχ1k2
v↓jχ2k5
v↓jχ3k6
.
(50)
Here, we could also have entangled first the particle-hole pair
with either of the two other pairs. However, to limit the
number of terms we choose only one of those three pos-
sibilities, namely, the only one that respect the symmetry
(p, p¯)↔ (h¯, h). We can then use the representation
ci1↑i2↑i3↑j1↓j2↓j3↓ =
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↑j1↓j2↓j3↓
)
ph¯ph¯ph¯
+
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↑j1↓j2↓j3↓
)
ph¯,pph¯h¯
,
(51)
which is represented graphically in Fig. 2(a).
In the other representations described below, we will also
use only decompositions that respect the (p, p¯)↔ (h¯, h) sym-
metry to simplify the representations. Otherwise, the decom-
positions that do not respect that symmetry would have to be
included in pairs to avoid artificially breaking particle-hole
symmetry. On the other hand, including only the decomposi-
tions satisfying that symmetry does not constrain the resulting
wave function to be particle-hole symmetric, since that would
also require that the reference and all the tensors themselves
be particle-hole symmetric.
When one spin is different at three excitations, there
are four combinations of pairs that respect the (p, p¯) ↔
(h¯, h) symmetry, namely, two combinations of particle-hole
pairs only and two combinations with particle-hole, particle-
particle and hole-hole pairs. First there is a combination of
singlet particle-hole pairs:
(
ci1↓i2↑i3↑j1↑j2↓j3↓
)
p¯h,ph¯ph¯
=
sph¯ph¯∑
m=1
sph¯∑
l1,l2,l3=1
sp∑
k1,k3,k5=1
sh∑
k2,k4,k6=1
µp¯h,ph¯ph¯l1m λ
ph¯ph¯
l2l3m
κp¯hk1k2l1κ
ph¯
k3k4l2
κph¯k5k6l3
× u↓i1k1v
↑
j1k2
u↑i2k3u
↑
i3k5
∣∣∣∣∣v
↓
j2k4
v↓j2k6
v↓j3k4 v
↓
j3k6
∣∣∣∣∣ ,
(52)
then a combination of singlet and triplet particle-hole pairs:
(
ci1↓i2↑i3↑j1↑j2↓j3↓
)
ph¯,p¯h¯ph
=
sp¯h¯ph∑
m=1
sph¯∑
l1=1
sph∑
l2,l3=1
sp∑
k1,k3,k5=1
sh∑
k2,k4,k6=1
µph¯,p¯h¯phl1m λ
p¯h¯ph
l2l3m
κph¯k1k2l1κ
p¯h¯
k3k4l2
κphk5k6l3
× u↓i1k3v
↑
j1k6
∣∣∣∣∣u
↑
i2k5
u↑i2k1
u↑i3k5 u
↑
i3k1
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣v
↓
j2k4
v↓j2k2
v↓j3k4 v
↓
j3k2
∣∣∣∣∣ ,
(53)
a combination with triplet particle-particle and hole-hole
pairs:
(
ci1↓i2↑i3↑j1↑j2↓j3↓
)
p¯h,pph¯h¯
=
spph¯h¯∑
m=1
sph¯∑
l1=1
spp∑
l2=1
shh∑
l3=1
sp∑
k1,k3,k4=1
sh∑
k2,k5,k6=1
µp¯h,pph¯h¯l1m λ
pph¯h¯
l2l3m
κp¯hk1k2l1κ
pp
k3k4l2
κh¯h¯k5k6l3
× u↓i1k1v
↑
j1k2
∣∣∣∣∣u
↑
i2k3
u↑i2k4
u↑i3k3 u
↑
i3k4
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣v
↓
j2k5
v↓j2k6
v↓j3k5 v
↓
j3k6
∣∣∣∣∣
(54)
and finally, a combination with singlet particle-particle and
hole-hole pairs:
(
ci1↓i2↑i3↑j1↑j2↓j3↓
)
ph¯,p¯phh¯
=
sp¯phh¯∑
m=1
sph¯∑
l1=1
spp¯∑
l2=1
shh¯∑
l3=1
sp∑
k1,k3,k4=1
sh∑
k2,k5,k6=1
µph¯,p¯phh¯l1m λ
p¯phh¯
l2l3m
κph¯k1k2l1κ
p¯p
k3k4l2
κhh¯k5k6l3
× u↓i1k3v
↑
j1k5
∣∣∣∣∣u
↑
i2k4
u↑i2k1
u↑i3k4 u
↑
i3k1
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣v
↓
j2k6
v↓j2k2
v↓j3k6 v
↓
j3k2
∣∣∣∣∣ ,
(55)
where κp¯pk3k4l2 = κ
pp¯
k4k3l2
and κhh¯k5k6l3 = κ
h¯h
k6k5l3
. We then use
ci1↓i2↑i3↑j1↑j2↓j3↓ =
(
ci1↓i2↑i3↑j1↑j2↓j3↓
)
p¯hph¯ph¯
+
(
ci1↓i2↑i3↑j1↑j2↓j3↓
)
p¯h¯phph¯
+
(
ci1↓i2↑i3↑j1↑j2↓j3↓
)
p¯hpph¯h¯
+
(
ci1↓i2↑i3↑j1↑j2↓j3↓
)
p¯phh¯ph¯
,
(56)
which is depicted in Fig. 2(b).
By comparing Fig. 2 with Fig. 1, it is clear how the de-
compositions for the triple-excitations coefficients are con-
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FIG. 2. Graphical representation of the STTN for triple-excitation
coefficients. Figure (a) is a representation of Eq. (51) and (b) cor-
responds to Eq. (56). Here, the triangles represent the µ matrices.
See Fig. 1 for other details on the notation. Note that, to avoid line
crossings, the relative position of the circles representing the u and
v matrices is different for different decompositions, unlike in Fig. 1,
which is of no consequence since the antisymmetrization indicated
by the brackets implies a summation with permutation of identical
quasiparticle indices.
structed from the decompositions defining single- and double-
excitations coefficients, using the other matrix slices of the λ
tensors. Note that other λ tensors, not present in the represen-
tations above, are also used below in the quadruple-excitations
coefficients.
For quadruple excitations, we will only provide here the
short STTN expressions and the graphical representation for
the coefficients. The explicit decompositions are provided in
appendix C. As for triple-excitation coefficients, we will in-
clude decompositions with all types of pairings in the STTN
representations and use only decompositions respecting the
(p, p¯)↔ (h¯, h) symmetry.
First when all the spins are equal, we can use
ci1↑i2↑i3↑i4↑j1↓j2↓j3↓j4↓ =
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↑i4↑j1↓j2↓j3↓j4↓
)
ph¯ph¯ph¯ph¯
+
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↑i4↑j1↓j2↓j3↓j4↓
)
ppph¯h¯h¯ph¯
+
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↑i4↑j1↓j2↓j3↓j4↓
)
pppph¯h¯h¯h¯
,
(57)
FIG. 3. Graphical representation of the quadruple-excitation coef-
ficients (57) in (a) and (58) in (b). See Fig. 1 for details on the
notation.
depicted in Fig. 3(a). Then, when one spin is different, we use
ci1↑i2↑i3↑i4↓j1↓j2↓j3↓j4↑ =
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↑i4↓j1↓j2↓j3↓j4↑
)
ph¯ph¯ph¯p¯h
+
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↑i4↓j1↓j2↓j3↓j4↑
)
ph¯phph¯p¯h¯
+
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↑i4↓j1↓j2↓j3↓j4↑
)
ph¯pp¯ph¯h¯h
+
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↑i4↓j1↓j2↓j3↓j4↑
)
ppphp¯h¯h¯h¯
,
(58)
shown in Fig. 3(b). Finally, for two up spins and two down
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FIG. 4. Graphical representation of (59). See Fig. 1 for details on
the notation.
spins, we can use
ci1↑i2↑i3↓i4↓j1↓j2↓j3↑j4↑ =
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↓i4↓j1↓j2↓j3↑j4↑
)
pp¯h¯hphp¯h¯
+
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↓i4↓j1↓j2↓j3↑j4↑
)
ph¯ph¯p¯hp¯h
+
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↓i4↓j1↓j2↓j3↑j4↑
)
pphhp¯p¯h¯h¯
+
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↓i4↓j1↓j2↓j3↑j4↑
)
pp¯pp¯h¯hh¯h
,
(59)
which is depicted in Fig. 4.
Note that, in expressions (57), (58) and (59), depicted in
Figs. 3 and 4, the combinations of particles and holes in the
two mains branches of the trees are different between differ-
ent decompositions. In other words, in the representation of a
given set of coefficients, say in (58) depicted in Fig. 3(b), one
cannot obtain a decomposition from another by applying per-
mutations of quasiparticle matrices (circles) within the main
branches. One instead has to apply permutations between the
two main branches. The purpose of this choice is to reduce the
possible overlap between the decompositions in the STTN.
The above representations of coefficients are provided as
examples to illustrate the STTN structure and as suggestions
of representation for the sets of coefficients, or T -amplitudes,
involved in the (generalized) CC equations. However, terms
representing other types of entanglement can easily be added,
or some included terms removed. There is in principle an op-
timal number of TTN’s in each set, and an optimal number
of different tensors shared by different representations, which
minimizes the total number of free parameters required to ob-
tain an accurate representation of all the sets of coefficients.
Given that the total number of free parameters is also con-
trolled by the adjustable tensor dimensions, there is plenty of
degrees of freedom for optimization, and any scaling with the
number of particle-hole excitations can be obtained. Since the
number of different sets of coefficients grows linearly with
the number of excitations, if the number of terms for each
set remains constant or grows only slowly, the total number
of different decompositions and tensors remain bounded by
low order polynomials and are thus computationally tractable,
while the total number of free parameters should be reduced
if the included terms are relevant.
Since the tensors always have even order, using decompo-
sitions based on pairwise entanglement is quite natural. How-
ever, from the point of view of collective excitations, this type
of decomposition is based only on bosonic ones, while there
can also be fermionic collective excitations in the system. For
instance, the quasiparticles in a Fermi liquid are in fact col-
lective fermionic excitations and can be approximated as sin-
gle particle excitations only in an effective low-energy model.
Although the representations used can also account for such
collective excitations since they become exact at large ten-
sor dimensions, to allow for a more compact representation
of this kind of excitation, one could also add decompositions
in which the u and v matrices are entangled with pairs already
included. Then, for instance, those three-particles groups can
be entangled with u or v in the double-excitation case, or to-
gether in the triple-excitation case, and so on.
The large number of adjustable tensor dimensions could be
seen as a disadvantage of the STTN structure, as they requires
additional optimization algorithms. However, it also offers the
possibility to explore different combinations of decomposi-
tions in the STTN representation of a given set of coefficients
and, assuming that the accuracy of the results can be assessed,
the types of decomposition yielding the best results and the
relative norms of the different terms can provide useful infor-
mation about the correlations in the system.
Finally, let us end this section by discussing the computa-
tional complexity of the proposed CC extensions, as we must
also ensure that they are worth the efforts required for their
implementation. The complexity in the evalutation of the gen-
eralized CC equations of section VI depends on the term∑
klmn
Vklmnc
kli1i2
mnj1j2
(60)
of equation (40). To simplify the complexity analysis if we
use the quadruple-excitation decompositions provided in ap-
pendix C in that term, let us set sp = sh = s1, all the third
dimensions of the κ tensors to s2 and all the third dimensions
of the λ tensors to s4. Starting with the sum over the indices
of Vklmn, it requires O
(
N4s1
)
operations, then the sum over
the first two indices of the κ tensors has O
(
N4s1s
4
2
)
com-
plexity, the sums over the first two indices of the λ tensors
have O
(
N4s42s4
)
or O
(
N4s22s
2
4
)
complexity, and finally,
the sum over the µ tensor indices have O
(
N4s24
)
complex-
ity. The overall complexity is therefore either O
(
N4s1s
4
2
)
,
O
(
N4s42s4
)
, or O
(
N4s22s
2
4
)
, depending on the scaling of s1,
s2 and s4 with N . The more detailed complexity analysis is
provided in appendix E. For the corresponding CC equations
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with no truncation of T with respect to the number of exci-
tations, the limiting term has the same form, with the wave
function coefficients replaced by the T -amplitudes, and thus
the complexity is the same. The two proposed approaches are
therefore tractable if the tensor dimensions are small and only
weakly dependant on N , and can be comparable to CCSD
(O(N6)), or better, in a certain range of tensor dimensions4.
VIII. Discussion
We have seen that only low-order coefficients are relevant to
the ground state energy when there exist a converging low en-
tanglement single-reference expansion of the wave function.
A remarkable aspect of that result is that it applies even if
the convergence is slow, and thus the irrelevant coefficients
are not vanishingly small, but only smaller than the relevant
ones. This is unusual since, on one hand, most approxima-
tions based on an expansion are valid only when that expan-
sion converges rapidly and, on the other hand, the energy of an
eigenstate is usually assumed to depend on all the coefficients
larger than some small threshold magnitude. In the present
case, those common assumptions do not apply because of both
the low entanglement property of the wave function and the
locality ofH on the number of excitations axis. Computation-
ally, the fact that the number of relevant parameters is much
smaller than the total number of wave function parameters is
an interesting advantage of using equations of the CC form,
compared to a variational method that requires computing all
the parameters. In particular, because only low-order tensors
are involved, and the maximum order does not depend on sys-
tem size, one can also afford tensor product representations
which are not based on the specific connections between spin-
orbitals in the Hamiltonian, which is very convenient for non-
local Hamiltonians. Consequently, if one suspects that there
exist a single-reference expansion of the wave function that
converges, even if the convergence is slow, namely at strong
coupling, not only the proposed CC extensions are theoreti-
cally applicable, but they also possess important advantages
compared to other tensor network methods.
If it turns out that the convergence of the CI form of the
wave function is fast, then the increasing rate of the number
of free parameters NTDl with the number of excitations l is
necessarily slow since more components of the wave function
can be neglected as l increases. The low entanglement as-
sumption is thus always valid at weak coupling. On the other
hand, a slow increasing rate of NTDl is also possible if the
convergence is slow. For instance, this is the case of a strongly
correlated system where many SD’s are nearly degenerate in
energy, hence the slow convergence of the CI coefficients with
l, while the correlations are only local, hence the low entan-
glement and slow scaling of NTDl with l. In fact, when the
Hamiltonian is local, the low entanglement assumption is es-
sentially always valid. It has indeed been proven recently
that physically realizable ground states of such systems can
only occupy an exponentially small volume of Hilbert space42,
which implies that such states have low entanglement. An-
other exact result for local Hamiltonians is that correlations
are short range, and thus entanglement is low, if the ground
state is gapped43. From first principle, the Hamiltonian is not
local because of the long-range Coulomb interaction. How-
ever, in metallic systems, screening effects yield effective lo-
cal Hamiltonians at low energy, i.e., in the active space, and
therefore, even though the original Hamiltonian is not local,
based on the result of Ref. 42, it remains quite reasonable
to use a low-entanglement approximation for the ground state
of strongly correlated itinerant systems. However, one dif-
ficulty for such systems is to determine this effective low-
energy Hamiltonian, hence the usefulness of approaches that
do not depend on the locality of the Hamiltonian. More gen-
erally, in large systems, another argument for assuming a low-
entanglement ground state is that the energy range spanned
by all the eigenstates grows linearly with the size of the sys-
tem, while the total number of eigenstates grows exponen-
tially. Many eigenstates therefore become nearly degenerate
and can be replaced in practice by a single effective average
eigenstate. Since averaging reduces correlations, this effective
eigenstate has only low-entanglement. In systems in which
this near degeneracy is present at the ground state energy, the
low entanglement assumption is therefore valid. On the other
hand, in systems with a gapped ground state that breaks the
symmetry of the Hamiltonian, whether local or not, the corre-
lation length associated with the order parameter is finite, and
thus entanglement is finite as well. In summary, many differ-
ent types of system have a low-entanglement ground state and
can be modelled using tensor networks.
The first tensor extension of the CC method discussed in
section IVA, TCC, in which the LRTD are used to repre-
sents sets of amplitudes in the cluster operator T , is neces-
sarily valid in the weak coupling limit since it includes the
CC method as a special case. However, because T is not trun-
cated with respect to particle-hole excitation, and there are
irreducible low-rank corrections to the reducible parts of the
wave function coefficients at all orders, TCC remains theoreti-
cally valid as long as those corrections can be well represented
using LRTD, as the coupling strength increases. As discussed
in section VII, not only the local correlations can be accounted
for by the STTN representation, but also non-local ones. On
the other hand, in the CC method, including its tensor im-
plementations, the wave function coefficients at higher order
than the truncation order are always completely expressed as a
sum of decoupled terms, a form badly suited for strong corre-
lations, while at the same time the importance of higher order
terms increases with the coupling strength. The catastrophic
failure of CC at strong coupling6 is thus inevitable unless the
nature of approximation is modified. The TCC approach is a
way to do so using LRTD, without projection or correlation
operator. Between the two proposed approaches, TCC is the
closest one to the CC approach, which should make it the eas-
iest to implement.
The second proposed tensor extension of the CC method,
TCICC, is in principle valid in any situation where the wave
function has a converging low-entanglement CI expansion.
That includes both the weak and strong coupling regimes.
In practice however, at weak coupling, the parametrization
would have to essentially reproduce the standard CC approx-
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imation, requiring a rather complex parametrization from the
point of view of wave function coefficients instead of clus-
ter operator amplitudes, and thus TCC is better suited in that
regime. On the other hand, as discussed in section IVB, at
some large coupling strength, TCICC could become more
compact than TCC, and thus better suited to even stronger
couplings. There are also well-known strongly correlated
wave functions that have a tensor network representation of
the coefficients and are good variational ground states of
strongly correlated systems16,19,23, suggesting that the direct
parametrization of wave function coefficients in TCICC is
well suited to that regime. Finally, although TCICC can also
be seen as a low-entanglement version of the CI method, since
the equations (36), (38) and (40) involve the CI coefficients,
it is in fact very different from CI: First, Hilbert space is not
truncated in the number of particle-hole excitations, then, the
coefficients are not computed variationally or by matrix di-
agonalization, but instead the tensors defining the coefficients
are obtained by solving non-linear equations, and finally, the
result is size-extensive because the energy is linked.
The implementation algorithms and numerical testing of
the proposed tensor extensions of the CC method require
much more work and are thus not included here. However,
at the end of section VII, the obtained scaling of the calcula-
tion with system size and tensor dimensions indicate that those
CC extensions are applicable in practice. In addition, their
complexity could possibly be further improved using a tensor-
product representation for the two-particle Coulomb integrals
as well24–31,44.
IX. Conclusion
We have identified a class of fermionic wave functions
which ground state energy can be computed in polynomial
time using generalized CC equations. It corresponds to the
subclass of the wave functions possessing a converging CI
expansion that also possess a low-entanglement representa-
tion in which the number of free parameters N≤k defining
the wave function coefficients with l ≤ k particle-hole ex-
citations is bounded polynomially in k. The CC approxi-
mation is the simplest approximation of the class, for which
N≤k is bounded by a constant. The convergence condition
only ensures that the energy obtained from the equations is
a good approximation to the true ground state energy. There
is therefore no lower bound on the convergence rate, which
implies that the class contains wave functions of strongly cor-
related systems which cannot be treated with the standard
CC approximations. Based on that result, we have proposed
extensions of the CC method to treat such systems using
two types of polynomially bounded parametrization different
from standard CC, and based on low-rank tensor decomposi-
tions (LRTD): a straightforward extension in which the LRTD
are used to represent sets of cluster operator (T ) amplitudes,
which involves tensor-adapted standard CC equations, and an
extension of CC in which the LRTD are used to represent the
CI wave function coefficients directly. For the latter case, we
have derived exact generalized CC equations involving the CI
coefficients with up to four particle-hole excitations. Finally,
although the discussed CC extensions are in principle appli-
cable with any type of polynomially bounded parametriza-
tion of the CI coefficients or T -amplitudes, to complete the
proposals, we have constructed representations of the CI co-
efficients or cluster operator amplitudes in the form of su-
perpositions of tree tensor networks (STTN), which by de-
sign can parametrize all the involved sets of coefficients or
T -amplitudes in a globally compact way. If the tensor dimen-
sions in the STTN are small and only weakly dependant on
system size, the proposed CC extensions are computationally
tractable.
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A. Equal-time correlation functions
In this appendix, we describe how to compute equal-time
correlation functions using the source-field method. The
derivation also corresponds to a proof of the Hellmann-
Feynman theorem.
If the equations on the second line of Eqs. (6), are satisfied,
we have
〈φ|eT †HˆφeT |φ〉
〈φ|eT †eT |φ〉 =
〈φ|eT †eT e−T HˆφeT |φ〉
〈φ|eT †eT |φ〉
=
∑
i
〈φ|eT †eT |φi〉〈φi|e−T HˆφeT |φ〉
〈φ|eT †eT |φ〉
=
〈φ|eT †eT |φ〉〈φ|e−T HˆφeT |φ〉
〈φ|eT †eT |φ〉
= 〈φ|e−T HˆφeT |φ〉
= ∆E .
(A1)
Now, if we have a perturbed hamiltonian
Hf = Hˆ
φ + fOˆ (A2)
where Oˆ is any time-independent operator, and
∆Ef =
〈φ|eT †fHfeTf |φ〉
〈φ|eT †f eTf |φ〉
=
〈ψf |Hf |ψf 〉
〈ψf |ψf 〉
= 〈φ|e−TfHfeTf |φ〉
(A3)
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then,
∂∆Ef
∂f
=
〈ψf |Hf |ψf 〉
〈ψf |ψf 〉2
∂〈ψf |ψf 〉
∂f
+
1
〈ψf |ψf 〉
∂〈ψf |Hf |ψf 〉
∂f
=
∆Ef
〈ψf |ψf 〉
∂〈ψf |ψf 〉
∂f
+
1
〈ψf |ψf 〉
(
∂
∂f
〈ψf |
)
Hf |ψf 〉
+
1
〈ψf |ψf 〉 〈ψf |Hf
∂
∂f
|ψf 〉+ 1〈ψf |ψf 〉 〈ψf |
(
∂Hf
∂f
)
|ψf 〉
=
∆Ef
〈ψf |ψf 〉
∂〈ψf |ψf 〉
∂f
+
∆Ef
〈ψf |ψf 〉
∂〈ψf |ψf 〉
∂f
+
1
〈ψf |ψf 〉 〈ψf |
(
∂Hf
∂f
)
|ψf 〉
=
2∆Ef
〈ψf |ψf 〉
∂〈ψf |ψf 〉
∂f
+
1
〈ψf |ψf 〉 〈ψf |
(
∂Hf
∂f
)
|ψf 〉 .
(A4)
If f is small enough, according to perturbation theory,
|ψf 〉 ≈ |ψ〉+ f |µ1〉 (A5)
where |µ1〉 is orthogonal to |ψ〉, and
〈ψf |ψf 〉 = 〈ψ|ψ〉+ f2〈µ1|µ1〉 . (A6)
Thus,
∂〈ψf |ψf 〉
∂f
= 2f〈µ1|µ1〉 , (A7)
∂∆Ef
∂f
= f
4∆Ef
〈ψf |ψf 〉 〈µ1|µ1〉+
1
〈ψf |ψf 〉 〈ψf |
(
∂Hf
∂f
)
|ψf 〉 ,
(A8)
lim
f→0
∂∆Ef
∂f
= lim
f→0
1
〈ψf |ψf 〉 〈ψf |
(
∂Hf
∂f
)
|ψf 〉 (A9)
and finally,
〈ψ|Oˆ|ψ〉
〈ψ|ψ〉 = limf→0
∂
∂f
〈φ|e−TfHfeTf |φ〉 . (A10)
We can therefore compute the expectation value of any time-
independent operator Oˆ by computing∆Ef for f = 0 and for
f small and obtain
〈ψ|Oˆ|ψ〉
〈ψ|ψ〉 ≈
∆Ef −∆E0
f
. (A11)
In particular, if
Oˆ = a†iaj
= (p†i + hi)(pj + h
†
j)
= p†ipj + p
†
ih
†
j + hipj + hih
†
j .
(A12)
we can obtain the one particle density-matrix elements
〈ψ|a†iaj |ψ〉
〈ψ|ψ〉 . (A13)
By diagonalizing the one-particle density matrix, we obtain
the natural spin-orbitals basis, which is the basis that yields
the fastest convergence of a configuration interaction series.
Although each density matrix elements requires a different
calculation, and the number of elements 4L2 can be large,
each calculation should converge rapidly if the parameters
for the unperturbed hamiltonian are used as the initial ones
in each calculation since the perturbation is very small.
B. Derivation of the generalized CC equations for the CI
coefficients
Here we provide the derivation of the equations (11) for T
given by Eq. (9), with projection of e−THφeT |φ〉 on 〈φ| and
〈φij |, using the excited particle and hole operators, Eqs. (23),
and the representation (33) of the Hamiltonian. The derivation
of the equations with projection on 〈φi1i2j1j2 | are provided as
supplemental material.
Taking into account the fact that T is an excitation opera-
tor, and thus 〈φ|e−T = 〈φ|, that H can destroy at most two
particle-hole pairs, and that 〈φ|Hˆφ|φ〉 = 0, the equation for
the energy is
∆E = 〈φ|e−T HˆφeT |φ〉
= 〈φ|Hˆφ
(
1 + T +
1
2
T 2
)
|φ〉
∆E = 〈φ|HˆφT |φ〉+ 1
2
〈φ|HˆφT 2|φ〉 .
(B1)
For 〈φ|HˆφT |φ〉, the only term in Hφ, Eq. (33), that con-
tributes is the term annihilating a single particle-hole pair:
〈φ|HˆφT |φ〉 = 〈φ|

∑
ij
tφijhjpi

(∑
kl
ckl p
†
kh
†
l
)
|φ〉
=
∑
ijkl
tφijc
k
l δikδjl
〈φ|HˆφT |φ〉 =
∑
ij
tφijc
i
j .
(B2)
For 〈φ|HˆφT 2|φ〉, only the part of Hφ that annihilates two
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pairs contributes:
〈φ|HˆφT 2|φ〉
=
1
4
〈φ|

∑
ijkl
Vijklhlhkpjpi

 1
2
∑
mnqs
cmqns p
†
mh
†
np
†
qh
†
s|φ〉
= −1
8
∑
ijklmnqs
Vijklc
mq
ns 〈φ|pjpip†mp†qhlhkh†nh†s|φ〉
= −1
8
∑
ijklmnqs
Vijklc
mq
ns (δimδjq − δiqδjm) (δknδls − δksδln)
= −1
2
∑
ijkl
Vijklc
ij
kl
(B3)
where we have used the result (10) for T 2|φ〉 and where the
antisymmetry of cijkl or Vijkl can be used to obtain the last line.
We thus obtain
∆E =
∑
ij
tφijc
i
j −
1
4
∑
ijkl
cijklVijkl . (B4)
Note that, when reordering the products of operators to ob-
tain a group of particle operators times a group of hole oper-
ators, the resulting sign can be obtained quickly by counting
the number of particle operators on the right-hand side of each
group consisting of an odd number of hole operators, and add
those numbers. The sign is then negative if that number is
odd.
The equations with projection on 〈φij | are
0 = 〈φij |e−T HˆφeT |φ〉
= 〈φij | (1− T ) Hˆφ
(
1 + T +
1
2
T 2 +
1
3!
T 3
)
|φ〉
0 = 〈φij |Hˆφ|φ〉 + 〈φij |HˆφT |φ〉 − 〈φij |T HˆφT |φ〉
+
1
2
〈φij |HˆφT 2|φ〉 −
1
2
〈φij |T HˆφT 2|φ〉 +
1
3!
〈φij |HˆφT 3|φ〉 ,
(B5)
For the term 〈φij |Hˆφ|φ〉, only the part of Hˆφ that create a
single particle-hole pair contributes:
〈φij |Hˆφ|φ〉 = 〈φ|hjpi
∑
kl
tφklp
†
kh
†
l |φ〉
〈φij |Hˆφ|φ〉 = tφij .
(B6)
The term 〈φij |HˆφT |φ〉 includes contribution from all the
terms of Hˆφ that act on a single particle-hole pair, without
creating or destroying any pair:
〈φij |HˆφT |φ〉
= 〈φ|hjpi
(∑
kl
tφklp
†
kpl −
∑
kl
tφklh
†
khl
−
∑
klmn
Vkmlnp
†
kh
†
lhmpn
)∑
qr
cqrp
†
qh
†
r|φ〉
=
∑
klqr
tφklc
q
r〈φ|hjpip†kplp†qh†r|φ〉
−
∑
klqr
tφklc
q
r〈φ|hjpih†khlp†qh†r|φ〉
−
∑
klmnqr
Vkmlnc
q
r〈φ|hjpip†kh†lhmpnp†qh†r|φ〉
=
∑
klqr
tφklc
q
r〈φ|pip†kplp†qhjh†r|φ〉
−
∑
klqr
tφklc
q
r〈φ|pip†qhjh†khlh†r|φ〉
−
∑
klmnqr
Vkmlnc
q
r〈φ|pip†kpnp†qhjh†lhmh†r|φ〉
=
∑
klqr
tφklc
q
rδikδlqδjr −
∑
klqr
tφklc
q
rδiqδjkδlr
−
∑
klmnqr
Vkmlnc
q
rδikδnqδjlδmr
(B7)
and thus
〈φij |HˆφT |φ〉 =
∑
l
tφilc
l
j −
∑
l
tφjlc
i
l −
∑
mn
Vimjnc
n
m . (B8)
Now, 〈φij |T HˆφT |φ〉 factorizes as 〈φij |T |φ〉〈φ|HˆφT |φ〉.
Thus, using the result (B2),
−〈φij |T HˆφT |φ〉 = −cij
∑
kl
tφklc
k
l . (B9)
In 〈φij |HˆφT 2|φ〉, all the parts of Hˆφ destroying a single
pair contribute:
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〈φij |HˆφT 2|φ〉
= 〈φ|hjpi
(∑
kl
tφklhlpk +
1
4
∑
klmn
Vklmnp
†
nhmplpk +
1
4
∑
klmn
Vklmnh
†
npmhlhk
)
1
2
∑
qrst
cqsrtp
†
qh
†
rp
†
sh
†
t |φ〉
=
1
2
∑
klqrst
tφklc
qs
rt 〈φ|hjpihlpkp†qh†rp†sh†t |φ〉+
1
8
∑
klmnqrst
Vklmnc
qs
rt 〈φ|hjpip†nhmplpkp†qh†rp†sh†t |φ〉
+
1
8
∑
klmnqrst
Vklmnc
qs
rt〈φ|hjpih†npmhlhkp†qh†rp†sh†t |φ〉
=
1
2
∑
klqrst
tφklc
qs
rt 〈φ|hjhlh†rh†tpipkp†qp†s|φ〉 −
1
8
∑
klmnqrst
Vklmnc
qs
rt 〈φ|hjhmh†rh†tpip†nplpkp†qp†s|φ〉
+
1
8
∑
klmnqrst
Vklmnc
qs
rt〈φ|hjh†nhlhkh†rh†tpipmp†qp†s|φ〉
=
1
2
∑
klqrst
tφklc
qs
rt (δlrδjt − δltδjr) (δkqδis − δksδiq)−
1
8
∑
klmnqrst
Vklmnc
qs
rt (δmrδjt − δmtδjr) δin (δkqδls − δksδlq)
+
1
8
∑
klmnqrst
Vklmnc
qs
rtδjn (δkrδlt − δktδlr) (δmqδis − δmsδiq)
(B10)
which yields, using the antisymmetry of cqsrt ,
1
2
〈φij |HˆφT 2|φ〉 =
∑
kl
tφklc
ik
jl +
1
4
∑
klm
Vklmic
kl
jm
− 1
4
∑
klm
Vklmjc
im
kl .
(B11)
Then, 〈φij |T HˆφT 2|φ〉 = 〈φij |T |φ〉〈φ|HˆφT 2|φ〉. There-
fore, using the result of (B3),
− 1
2
〈φij |T HˆφT 2|φ〉 =
1
4
cij
∑
klmn
Vklmnc
kl
mn . (B12)
Then, 〈φij |HˆφT 3|φ〉 involves only the part of Hˆφ destroy-
ing two pairs:
〈φij |HˆφT 3|φ〉 =
1
4(3!)
∑
klmnqrq1r1q2r2
Vklmnc
qq1q2
rr1r2
〈φ|hjpihnhmplpkp†qh†rp†q1h†r1p†q2h†r2 |φ〉
= − 1
4(3!)
∑
klmnqrq1r1q2r2
Vklmnc
qq1q2
rr1r2
〈φ|hjhnhmh†rh†r1h†r2piplpkp†qp†q1p†q2 |φ〉 .
(B13)
Here, because of the antisymmetry of cqq1q2ss1s2 , all (3!)
2 terms
obtained by normal-ordering the operators are identical, thus
1
3!
〈φij |HˆφT 3|φ〉 = −
1
4
∑
klmn
Vklmnc
kli
mnj . (B14)
Therefore, Eq. (B5) becomes
0 = tφij +
∑
k
tφikc
k
j −
∑
k
tφjkc
i
k −
∑
kl
Vikjlc
l
k − cij
∑
kl
tφklc
k
l
+
∑
kl
tφkl c
ik
jl +
1
4
∑
klm
Vklmic
kl
jm −
1
4
∑
klm
Vklmjc
im
kl
+
1
4
cij
∑
klmn
Vklmnc
kl
mn −
1
4
∑
klmn
Vklmnc
kli
mnj ,
(B15)
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or, if we group disconnect terms with similar connected ones,
0 = tφij +
∑
k
tφikc
k
j −
∑
k
tφjkc
i
k −
∑
kl
Vikjlc
l
k
+
∑
kl
tφkl
(
cikjl − cijckl
)
+
1
4
∑
klm
Vklmic
kl
jm
− 1
4
∑
klm
Vklmjc
im
kl −
1
4
∑
klmn
Vklmn(c
kli
mnj − cijcklmn) .
(B16)
See the supplemental material for the derivation of the
equations with projection on 〈φi1i2j1j2 |.
C. Tensor representation for quadruple-excitation coefficients
Provided here are the decompositions used in the STTN
representation of the quadruple-excitation CI coefficients or
cluster operator amplitudes discussed in section VII.
When all spins are equal, the decomposition for the
particle-hole pairing only is
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↑i4↑j1↓j2↓j3↓j4↓
)
ph¯ph¯ph¯ph¯
=
sph¯ph¯∑
m1,m2=1
sph¯∑
l1,l2,l3,l4=1
sp∑
k1,k3,k5,k7=1
sh∑
k2,k4,k6,k8=1
∑
pi∈S4
µph¯ph¯,ph¯ph¯m1m2
×
(
λph¯ph¯l1l2m1λ
ph¯ph¯
l3l4m2
+ λph¯ph¯l1l3m1λ
ph¯ph¯
l2l4m2
+ λph¯ph¯l1l4m1λ
ph¯ph¯
l2l3m2
)
× κph¯k1k2l1κ
ph¯
k3k4l2
κph¯k5k6l3κ
ph¯
k7k8l4
ǫpi1pi2pi3pi4
× u↑i1k1u
↑
i2k3
u↑i3k5u
↑
i4k7
v↓jpi1k2
v↓jpi2k4
v↓jpi3k6
v↓jpi4k8
,
(C1)
Then, if we combine particle-hole, particle-particle and hole-
hole pairing, we can have
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↑i4↑j1↓j2↓j3↓j4↓
)
ppph¯h¯h¯ph¯
=
sppph¯∑
m1=1
sh¯h¯ph¯∑
m2=1
spp∑
l1=1
sph¯∑
l2,l4=1
shh∑
l3=1
sp∑
k1,k2,k3,k7=1
sh∑
k4,k5,k6,k8=1
∑
pi,χ∈S4
µppph¯,h¯h¯ph¯m1m2 λ
ppph¯
l1l2m1
λh¯h¯ph¯l3l4m2
× κppk1k2l1κ
ph¯
k3k4l2
κh¯h¯k5k6l3κ
ph¯
k7k8l4
ǫpi1pi2pi3pi4ǫχ1χ2χ3χ4
× u↑ipi1k1u
↑
ipi2k2
u↑ipi3k3
u↑ipi4k7
v↓jχ1k4
v↓jχ2k5
v↓jχ3k6
v↓jχ4k8
.
(C2)
Then, for particle-particle and hole-hole pairing only, the ex-
pression is
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↑i4↑j1↓j2↓j3↓j4↓
)
pppph¯h¯h¯h¯
=
spppp∑
m1=1
sh¯h¯h¯h¯∑
m2=1
spp∑
l1,l2=1
sh¯h¯∑
l3,l4=1
sp∑
k1,k2,k3,k4=1
sh∑
k5,k6,k7,k8=1
∑
pi,χ∈S4
µpppp,h¯h¯h¯h¯m1m2 λ
pppp
l1l2m1
λh¯h¯h¯h¯l3l4m2
× κppk1k2l1κ
pp
k3k4l2
κh¯h¯k5k6l3κ
h¯h¯
k7k8l4
ǫpi1pi2pi3pi4ǫχ1χ2χ3χ4
× u↑ipi1k1u
↑
ipi2k2
u↑ipi3k3
u↑ipi4k4
v↓jχ1k5
v↓jχ2k6
v↓jχ3k7
v↓jχ4k8
,
(C3)
and finally,
ci1↑i2↑i3↑i4↑j1↓j2↓j3↓j4↓ =
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↑i4↑j1↓j2↓j3↓j4↓
)
ph¯ph¯ph¯ph¯
+
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↑i4↑j1↓j2↓j3↓j4↓
)
ppph¯h¯h¯ph¯
+
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↑i4↑j1↓j2↓j3↓j4↓
)
pppph¯h¯h¯h¯
.
(C4)
Then, when one spin is different, the decomposition based
on singlet particle-hole pairing only is
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↑i4↓j1↓j2↓j3↓j4↑
)
ph¯ph¯ph¯p¯h
=
sph¯ph¯∑
m1=1
sph¯p¯h∑
m2=1
sph¯∑
l1,l2,l3,l4=1
sp∑
k1,k3,k5,k7=1
sh∑
k2,k4,k6,k8=1
∑
pi∈S3
µph¯ph¯,ph¯p¯hm1m2
×
(
λph¯ph¯l1l2m1λ
ph¯p¯h
l3l4m2
+ λph¯ph¯l1l3m1λ
ph¯p¯h
l2l4m2
+ λph¯ph¯l2l3m1λ
ph¯p¯h
l1l4m2
)
× κph¯k1k2l1κ
ph¯
k3k4l2
κph¯k5k6l3κ
p¯h
k7k8l4
ǫpi1pi2pi3
× u↑i1k1u
↑
i2k3
u↑i3k5u
↓
i4k7
v↓jpi1k2
v↓jpi2k4
v↓jpi3k6
v↑j4k8 ,
(C5)
then, we can have both singlet and triplet particle-hole pairing:
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↑i4↓j1↓j2↓j3↓j4↑
)
ph¯phph¯p¯h¯
=
sph¯ph∑
m1=1
sph¯p¯h¯∑
m2=1
sph¯∑
l1,l3=1
sph∑
l2,l4=1
sp∑
k1,k3,k5,k7=1
sh∑
k2,k4,k6,k8=1
∑
pi,χ∈S3
µph¯ph,ph¯p¯h¯m1m2 λ
ph¯ph
l1l2m1
× λph¯p¯h¯l3l4m2κ
ph¯
k1k2l1
κphk3k4l2κ
ph¯
k5k6l3
κp¯h¯k7k8l4ǫpi1pi2pi3ǫχ1χ2χ3
× u↑ipi1k1u
↑
ipi2k3
u↑ipi3k5
u↓i4k7v
↓
jχ1k2
v↓jχ2k6
v↓jχ3k8
v↑j4k4 ,
(C6)
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singlet particle-hole, particle-particle and hole-hole pairing:
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↑i4↓j1↓j2↓j3↓j4↑
)
ph¯pp¯ph¯h¯h
=
sph¯pp¯∑
m1=1
sph¯h¯h∑
m2=1
sph¯∑
l1,l3=1
spp¯∑
l2=1
shh¯∑
l4=1
sp∑
k1,k3,k4,k5=1
sh∑
k2,k6,k7,k8=1
∑
pi,χ∈S3
µph¯pp¯,ph¯h¯hm1m2 λ
ph¯pp¯
l1l2m1
× λph¯h¯hl3l4m2κ
ph¯
k1k2l1
κpp¯k3k4l2κ
ph¯
k5k6l3
κh¯hk7k8l4ǫpi1pi2pi3ǫχ1χ2χ3
× u↑ipi1k1u
↑
ipi2k3
u↑ipi3k5
u↓i4k4v
↓
jχ1k2
v↓jχ2k6
v↓jχ3k7
v↑j4k8 ,
(C7)
or triplet particle-hole, particle-particle and hole-hole pairing:
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↑i4↓j1↓j2↓j3↓j4↑
)
ppphp¯h¯h¯h¯
=
sppph∑
m1=1
sp¯h¯h¯h¯∑
m2=1
spp∑
l1=1
sph∑
l2,l3=1
shh∑
l4=1
sp∑
k1,k2,k3,k5=1
sh∑
k4,k6,k7,k8=1
∑
pi,χ∈S3
µppph,p¯h¯h¯h¯m1m2 λ
ppph
l1l2m1
× λp¯h¯h¯h¯l3l4m2κ
pp
k1k2l1
κphk3k4l2κ
p¯h¯
k5k6l3
κh¯h¯k7k8l4ǫpi1pi2pi3ǫχ1χ2χ3
× u↑ipi1k1u
↑
ipi2k2
u↑ipi3k3
u↓i4k5v
↓
jχ1k6
v↓jχ2k7
v↓jχ3k8
v↑j4k4 ,
(C8)
and we can use
ci1↑i2↑i3↑i4↓j1↓j2↓j3↓j4↑ =
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↑i4↓j1↓j2↓j3↓j4↑
)
ph¯ph¯ph¯p¯h
+
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↑i4↓j1↓j2↓j3↓j4↑
)
ph¯phph¯p¯h¯
+
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↑i4↓j1↓j2↓j3↓j4↑
)
ph¯pp¯ph¯h¯h
+
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↑i4↓j1↓j2↓j3↓j4↑
)
ppphp¯h¯h¯h¯
.
(C9)
Finally, for two up spins and two down spins, we can use
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↓i4↓j1↓j2↓j3↑j4↑
)
pp¯h¯hphp¯h¯
=
spp¯h¯h∑
m1=1
sphp¯h¯∑
m2=1
spp¯∑
l1=1
shh¯∑
l2=1
sph∑
l3,l4=1
sp∑
k1,k2,k5,k7=1
sh∑
k3,k4,k6,k8=1
∑
pi,ρ,τ,χ∈S2
µpp¯h¯h,php¯h¯m1m2 λ
pp¯h¯h
l1l2m1
× λphp¯h¯l3l4m2κ
pp¯
k1k2l1
κh¯hk3k4l2κ
ph
k5k6l3
κp¯h¯k7k8l4ǫpi1pi2ǫρ1ρ2
× ǫτ1τ2ǫχ1χ2u↑ipi1k1u
↑
ipi2k5
u↓iρ1+2k2
u↓iρ2+2k7
× v↓jτ1k3v
↓
jτ2k8
v↑jχ1+2k4
v↑jχ2+2k6
,
(C10)
where λpp¯h¯h = λp¯phh¯ and λphp¯h¯l3l4m2 = λ
p¯h¯ph
l4l3m2
, and then,
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↓i4↓j1↓j2↓j3↑j4↑
)
ph¯ph¯p¯hp¯h
=
sph¯ph¯∑
m1,m2=1
sph¯∑
l1,l2,l3,l4=1
sp∑
k1,k3,k5,k7=1
sh∑
k2,k4,k6,k8=1
∑
pi,ρ,τ,χ∈S2
µph¯ph¯,p¯hp¯hm1m2 λ
ph¯ph¯
l1l2m1
λp¯hp¯hl3l4m2
× κph¯k1k2l1κ
ph¯
k3k4l2
κp¯hk5k6l3κ
p¯h
k7k8l4
ǫpi1pi2ǫρ1ρ2ǫτ1τ2ǫχ1χ2
× u↑ipi1k1u
↑
ipi2k3
u↓iρ1+2k5
u↓iρ2+2k7
× v↓jτ1k2v
↓
jτ2k4
v↑jχ1+2k6
v↑jχ2+2k8
,
(C11)
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↓i4↓j1↓j2↓j3↑j4↑
)
pphhp¯p¯h¯h¯
=
spphh∑
m1,m2=1
spp∑
l1,l3=1
shh∑
l3,l4=1
sp∑
k1,k2,k5,k7=1
sh∑
k3,k4,k6,k8=1
∑
pi,ρ,τ,χ∈S2
µpphh,p¯p¯h¯h¯m1m2 λ
pphh
l1l2m1
× λp¯p¯h¯h¯l3l4m2κ
pp
k1k2l1
κhhk3k4l2κ
p¯p¯
k5k6l3
κh¯h¯k7k8l4ǫpi1pi2ǫρ1ρ2
× ǫτ1τ2ǫχ1χ2u↑ipi1k1u
↑
ipi2k2
u↓iρ1+2k5
u↓iρ2+2k6
× v↓jτ1k7v
↓
jτ2k8
v↑jχ1+2k3
v↑jχ2+2k4
,
(C12)
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↓i4↓j1↓j2↓j3↑j4↑
)
pp¯pp¯h¯hh¯h
=
spp¯pp¯∑
m1=1
sh¯hh¯h∑
m2=1
spp¯∑
l1,l2=1
sh¯h∑
l3,l4=1
sp∑
k1,k2,k3,k4=1
sh∑
k5,k6,k7,k8=1
∑
pi,ρ,τ,χ∈S2
µpp¯pp¯,h¯hh¯hm1m2 λ
pp¯pp¯
l1l2m1
× λh¯hh¯hl3l4m2κpp¯k1k2l1κ
pp¯
k3k4l2
κh¯hk5k6l3κ
h¯h
k7k8l4
ǫpi1pi2ǫρ1ρ2
× ǫτ1τ2ǫχ1χ2u↑ipi1k1u
↑
ipi2k3
u↓iρ1+2k2
u↓iρ2+2k4
× v↓jτ1k5v
↓
jτ2k7
v↑jχ1+2k6
v↑jχ2+2k8
,
(C13)
and we use
ci1↑i2↑i3↓i4↓j1↓j2↓j3↑j4↑ =
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↓i4↓j1↓j2↓j3↑j4↑
)
pp¯h¯hphp¯h¯
+
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↓i4↓j1↓j2↓j3↑j4↑
)
ph¯ph¯p¯hp¯h
+
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↓i4↓j1↓j2↓j3↑j4↑
)
pphhp¯p¯h¯h¯
+
(
ci1↑i2↑i3↓i4↓j1↓j2↓j3↑j4↑
)
pp¯pp¯h¯hh¯h
.
(C14)
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D. SVD form of the tree tensor networks
Let us see how the decomposition (42),
(
ci1↑i2↓j1↓j2↑
)
pp¯h¯h
=
spp¯∑
k=1
shh¯∑
l=1
sp∑
m,n=1
sh∑
q,r=1
λpp¯h¯hkl1 κ
pp¯
mnkκ
h¯h
qrl
× u↑i1mu
↓
i2n
v↓j1qv
↑
j2r
,
(D1)
can be written as a combination of SVD’s if the matrix slices
of the κ tensors, labeled by their third index, are orthogonal.
First, we define
wpp¯(i1i2),k =
sp∑
m,n=1
κpp¯mnku
↑
i1m
u↓i2n (D2)
and
wh¯h(j1,j2),l =
sh∑
q,r=1
κh¯hqrlv
↓
j1q
v↑j2r . (D3)
Then (D1) becomes
(
ci1↑i2↓j1↓j2↑
)
pp¯h¯h
=
spp¯∑
k=1
shh¯∑
l=1
λpp¯h¯hkl1 w(i1i2),kw(j1,j2),l (D4)
which can be written in matrix form as(
C↑↓↓↑
)
pp¯h¯h
=Wpp¯Λ
pp¯h¯hWT
h¯h
=Wpp¯XΛ¯
pp¯h¯hY TWT
h¯h
= W¯pp¯Λ¯
pp¯h¯hW¯T
h¯h
(D5)
where Λ¯pp¯h¯h is diagonal,X and Y are unitary, W¯pp¯ =Wpp¯X ,
W¯h¯h = Wh¯hY and the row indices ofWpp¯ andWh¯h are (i1i2)
and (j1j2) pairs, respectively. Now, expression (D5) has SVD
form, but it is an actual SVD only if the columns of W¯pp¯ and
W¯h¯h are orthogonal. Since X and Y are unitary, this is the
case if the columns ofWpp¯ andWh¯h, corresponding to matrix
slices of tensors wpp¯ and wh¯h, are orthogonal. Now, using
the fact the columns of matrices uσ are orthogonal, the matrix
slices ofwpp¯ are orthogonal if the matrix slices of κpp¯ are, and
similarly for vσ, wh¯h and κh¯hqrl.
Furthermore, the decompositions (D2) and (D3) are also
closely related to SVD’s. For instance, for a fixed k, (D2) has
the matrix form
W˜ pp¯k = U
↑Kk(U
↓)T
= U↑RkK¯kS
T
k (U
↓)T
= U↑k K¯k(U
↓
k )
T
(D6)
where K¯k is diagonal, U
↑
k = U
↑Rk, U
↓
k = U
↓Sk and Rk and
Sk are unitary.
Therefore, if the matrix slices of the κ tensors are orthogo-
nal, (D1) is related to a combination of SVD’s only by a few
rotations and thus, for that partition of the indices, that combi-
nation of SVD is the optimal decomposition. However, since
spp¯ and shh¯ are not equal in general, λ is not diagonal, and
the orthogonality condition for the κ tensors is not necessarily
satisfied, the decomposition (D1) is less compact than its cor-
responding SVD form. The other decompositions of sections
VII all have the same structure and can be written similarly
as combinations of SVD’s using internal rotations. Although,
because of those rotations, they are not individually as com-
pact as possible, their more general form allows tensors to
be shared between decompositions, and therefore the STTN
structure to be globally compact.
E. Computational complexity
The computational complexity in evaluating the general-
ized CC equations of section VI depends on the term
Ri1i2j1j2 =
∑
klmn
Vklmnc
kli1i2
mnj1j2
(E1)
of Eq. (40). If we substitute one of the decompositions given
in appendix C, we obtain terms of the form
Ri1i2j1j2 =Vn1n2n3n4µm1m2λl1l2m1λl3l4m2κk1k2l1κk3k4l2
× κk5k6l3κk7k8l4un1k1un2k3ui1k5ui2k7
× vn3k6vn4k8vj1k2vj2k4 ,
(E2)
where we use Einstein’s notation for the sums. To simplify the
scaling analysis, we will assume that each ni index takes N
values, the ki indices take s1 values, the li indices, s2 values
and the mi indices, s4 values. Now, after summing over n1,
we obtain
Ri1i2j1j2 =(V u)
k1
n2n3n4
µm1m2λl1l2m1λl3l4m2κk1k2l1κk3k4l2
× κk5k6l3κk7k8l4un2k3ui1k5ui2k7
× vn3k6vn4k8vj1k2vj2k4 ,
(E3)
where each of theN3s1 elements of (V u) takesO(N) opera-
tions to compute, and thus (V u) takesO(N4s1) operations to
compute. Then, after summing over n2, we obtain
Ri1i2j1j2 =(V u
2)k1k3n3n4µm1m2λl1l2m1λl3l4m2κk1k2l1κk3k4l2
× κk5k6l3κk7k8l4ui1k5ui2k7
× vn3k6vn4k8vj1k2vj2k4 ,
(E4)
where (V u2) takes O(N3s21) additional operations to com-
pute. Similarly, the summation over n3 and n4 take respec-
tively O(N2s31) and O(Ns
4
1) additional operations. We then
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obtain
Ri1i2j1j2 =F
k1k3
k6k8
µm1m2λl1l2m1λl3l4m2κk1k2l1κk3k4l2
× κk5k6l3κk7k8l4ui1k5ui2k7vj1k2vj2k4 ,
(E5)
where F thus takes O(N4s1) operations to compute, since
N ≥ s1. Then, summing over k1, we obtain
Ri1i2j1j2 =(Fκ)
k2l1,k3
k6k8
µm1m2λl1l2m1λl3l4m2κk3k4l2
× κk5k6l3κk7k8l4ui1k5ui2k7vj1k2vj2k4 ,
(E6)
where (Fκ) takes O(s51s2) additional operations to compute.
After the summation over k3, we obtain
Ri1i2j1j2 =(Fκ
2)k2l1,k4l2k6k8 µm1m2λl1l2m1λl3l4m2
× κk5k6l3κk7k8l4ui1k5ui2k7vj1k2vj2k4 ,
(E7)
where (Fκ2) takesO(s51s
2
2) additional operations to compute.
Similarly, the sums over k6 and k8 take respectively O(s
5
1s
3
2)
and O(s51s
4
2) additional operations to compute. We then ob-
tain
Ri1i2j1j2 =G
k2l1,k4l2
k5l3,k7l4
µm1m2λl1l2m1λl3l4m2ui1k5ui2k7
× vj1k2vj2k4 ,
(E8)
where G takes O(s51s
4
2) additional operations to compute.
Now, if we the sum over k2, we obtain
Ri1i2j1j2 =(Gv)
j1l1,k4l2
k5l3,k7l4
µm1m2λl1l2m1λl3l4m2ui1k5ui2k7vj2k4 ,
(E9)
where (Gv) takes O(Ns41s
4
2) additional operations to com-
pute. Then, after summing over k4, we obtain
Ri1i2j1j2 =(Gv
2)j1l1,j2l2k5l3,k7l4µm1m2λl1l2m1λl3l4m2ui1k5ui2k7 ,
(E10)
where (Gv2) takes O(N2s31s
4
2) additional operations to com-
pute. Similarly, the sums over k5 and k7 take respectively
O(N3s21s
4
2) and O(N
4s1s
4
2) additional operations. We thus
obtain
Ri1i2j1j2 =J
j1l1,j2l2
i1l3,i2l4
µm1m2λl1l2m1λl3l4m2 , (E11)
where J takes O(N4s1s
4
2) additional operations to compute.
Now, after summing over l1 and l2, we obtain
Ri1i2j1j2 =(Jλ)
j1j2m1
i1l3,i2l4
µm1m2λl3l4m2 , (E12)
where (Jλ) takes O(N4s42s4) additional operations to com-
pute, and after summing over l3 and l4, we obtain
Ri1i2j1j2 =(Jλ
2)j1j2m1i1i2m2 µm1m2 , (E13)
where (Jλ2) takes O(N4s22s
2
4) additional operations to com-
pute. Finally, the sums over m1 and m2 to obtain R take
O(N4s24) additional operations.
We therefore obtainO(s51s
4
2)+O(N
4s1s
4
2)+O(N
4s42s4)+
O(N4s22s
2
4) = O(N
4s1s
4
2) + O(N
4s42s4) + O(N
4s22s
2
4) op-
erations in total, where the simplification comes from using
N ≥ s1, and we cannot simplify further without knowing the
complexity of s1, s2 and s4.
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Supplemental material
1. Derivation of the generalized CC equations for the double-excitation projection SD
Here we derive the generalized CC equations for the projection SD’s 〈φi1i2j1j2 | using the operator
T =
∑
i,j
a†iajDˆ
i
j (1.1a)
where Dˆij is defined as
Dˆikjk |φ
i1i2...ik−1
j1j2...jk−1
〉 = 1
k
ci1i2...ikj1j2...jk
c
i1i2...ik−1
j1j2...jk−1
|φi1i2...ik−1j1j2...jk−1 〉 , (1.1b)
the excited particle and hole operators
p†i = (1− nφi )a†i , (1.2a)
h†i = n
φ
i ai , (1.2b)
respectively, and the hamiltonian
Hˆφ = Hˆ − 〈φ|Hˆ |φ〉
=
∑
ij
tφijp
†
ipj −
∑
ij
tφijh
†
ihj +
∑
ij
tφij
(
p†ih
†
j + h.c.
)
+
1
4
∑
ijkl
Vijklp
†
ip
†
jpkpl +
1
4
∑
ijkl
Vijklh
†
ih
†
jhkhl +
1
4
∑
ijkl
Vijkl(p
†
ip
†
jh
†
kh
†
l + h.c.)
+
1
2
∑
ijkl
Vijkl(p
†
ip
†
jh
†
kpl + h.c.) +
1
2
∑
ijkl
Vijkl(h
†
ih
†
jp
†
khl + h.c.)−
∑
ijkl
Vikjlp
†
ih
†
jhkpl ,
(1.3)
where Vijkl is the antisymmetrized Coulomb interaction Vijkl = V
c
ijkl − V cijlk , where V cijkl are Coulomb integrals.
Taking into account the facts that T creates a single particle-hole pair, H can create or destroy at most two pairs, and
〈φ|Hˆφ|φ〉 = 0, the equations written in terms ofH and T are
0 = 〈φi1i2j1j2 |e−T HˆφeT |φ〉
= 〈φi1i2j1j2 |
(
1− T + 1
2
T 2
)
Hˆφ
(
1 + T +
1
2
T 2 +
1
3!
T 3 +
1
4!
T 4
)
|φ〉
0 = 〈φi1i2j1j2 |Hˆφ|φ〉+ 〈φi1i2j1j2 |HˆφT |φ〉 − 〈φi1i2j1j2 |T Hˆφ|φ〉
+
1
2
〈φi1i2j1j2 |HˆφT 2|φ〉 − 〈φi1i2j1j2 |T HˆφT |φ〉+
1
3!
〈φi1i2j1j2 |HˆφT 3|φ〉
− 1
2
〈φi1i2j1j2 |T HˆφT 2|φ〉+
1
2
〈φi1i2j1j2 |T 2HˆφT |φ〉+
1
4!
〈φi1i2j1j2 |HˆφT 4|φ〉
− 1
3!
〈φi1i2j1j2 |T HˆφT 3|φ〉 +
1
4
〈φi1i2j1j2 |T 2HˆφT 2|φ〉 .
(1.4)
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The term 〈φi1i2j1j2 |Hˆφ|φ〉 involves the part ofH that creates two pairs:
〈φi1i2j1j2 |Hˆφ|φ〉 =
1
4
∑
klmn
Vklmn〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†kp†lh†mh†n|φ〉
= −1
4
∑
klmn
Vklmn〈φ|hj2hj1h†mh†npi2pi1p†kp†l |φ〉
= −1
4
∑
klmn
Vklmn (δj1mδj2n − δj1nδj2m) (δi1kδi2l − δi1lδi2k)
(1.5)
which yields, using the antisymmetry of Vklmn,
〈φi1i2j1j2 |Hˆφ|φ〉 = −Vi1i2j1j2 . (1.6)
The term 〈φi1i2j1j2 |HˆφT |φ〉 involves all the terms ofH creating one pair:
〈φi1i2j1j2 |HˆφT |φ〉
= 〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1
(∑
kl
tφklp
†
kh
†
l +
1
2
∑
klmn
Vklmnp
†
kp
†
lh
†
mpn +
1
2
∑
klmn
Vklmnh
†
kh
†
l p
†
mhn
)∑
qr
cqrp
†
qh
†
r|φ〉
=
∑
klqr
tφklc
q
r〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†kh†l p†qh†r|φ〉+
1
2
∑
klmnqr
Vklmnc
q
r〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†kp†lh†mpnp†qh†r|φ〉
+
1
2
∑
klmnqr
Vklmnc
q
r〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1h†kh†l p†mhnp†qh†r|φ〉
=
∑
klqr
tφklc
q
r〈φ|hj2hj1h†lh†rpi2pi1p†kp†q|φ〉 −
1
2
∑
klmnqr
Vklmnc
q
r〈φ|hj2hj1h†mh†rpi2pi1p†kp†l pnp†q|φ〉
+
1
2
∑
klmnqr
Vklmnc
q
r〈φ|hj2hj1h†kh†lhnh†rpi2pi1p†mp†q|φ〉
=
∑
klqr
tφklc
q
r (δj1lδj2r − δj1rδj2l) (δi1kδi2q − δi1qδi2k)−
1
2
∑
klmqr
Vklmqc
q
r〈φ|hj2hj1h†mh†rpi2pi1p†kp†l |φ〉
+
1
2
∑
klmqr
Vklmrc
q
r〈φ|hj2hj1h†kh†l pi2pi1p†mp†q|φ〉
=
(
tφi1j1c
i2
j2
− tφi1j2ci2j1 − t
φ
i2j1
ci1j2 + t
φ
i2j2
ci1j1
)
− 1
2
∑
klmqr
Vklmqc
q
r (δj1mδj2r − δj1rδj2m) (δi1kδi2l − δi1lδi2k)
+
1
2
∑
klmqr
Vklmrc
q
r (δj1kδj2l − δj1lδj2k) (δi1mδi2q − δi1qδi2m)
=
(
tφi1j1c
i2
j2
− tφi1j2ci2j1 − t
φ
i2j1
ci1j2 + t
φ
i2j2
ci1j1
)
−
∑
mqr
Vi1i2mqc
q
r (δj1mδj2r − δj1rδj2m)
+
∑
mqr
Vj1j2mrc
q
r (δi1mδi2q − δi1qδi2m)
(1.7)
〈φi1i2j1j2 |HˆφT |φ〉 = t
φ
i1j1
ci2j2 − t
φ
i1j2
ci2j1 − t
φ
i2j1
ci1j2 + t
φ
i2j2
ci1j1 −
∑
q
(
Vi1i2j1qc
q
j2
− Vi1i2j2qcqj1
)
+
∑
r
(
Vj1j2i1rc
i2
r − Vj1j2i2rci1r
)
.
(1.8)
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The term 〈φi1i2j1j2 |T Hˆφ|φ〉 involves only the one-body part ofH creating one pair:
〈φi1i2j1j2 |T Hˆφ|φ〉 = 〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1
∑
kl
p†kh
†
l Dˆ
k
l
∑
qr
tφqrp
†
qh
†
r|φ〉
=
1
2
∑
klqr
ckqlr
cqr
tφqr〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†kh†l p†qh†r|φ〉
=
1
2
∑
klqr
ckqlr
cqr
tφqr〈φ|hj2hj1h†lh†rpi2pi1p†kp†q|φ〉
=
1
2
∑
klqr
ckqlr
cqr
tφqr (δj1lδj2r − δj1rδj2l) (δi1kδi2q − δi1qδi2k)
=
1
2
∑
klqr
ckqlr
cqr
tφqr (δj1lδj2rδi1kδi2q − δj1lδj2rδi1qδi2k − δj1rδj2lδi1kδi2q + δj1rδj2lδi1qδi2k)
=
1
2
(
ci1i2j1j2
ci2j2
tφi2j2 −
ci2i1j1j2
ci1j2
tφi1j2 −
ci1i2j2j1
ci2j1
tφi2j1 +
ci2i1j2j1
ci1j1
tφi1j1
)
(1.9)
and thus, using the antisymmetry of ci1i2j1j2 ,
−〈φi1i2j1j2 |T Hˆφ|φ〉 = −
1
2
ci1i2j1j2
(
tφi2j2
ci2j2
+
tφi1j2
ci1j2
+
tφi2j1
ci2j1
+
tφi1j1
ci1j1
)
. (1.10)
In 〈φi1i2j1j2 |HˆφT 2|φ〉, all the terms that do not create or destroy any pair contribute:
〈φi1i2j1j2 |HˆφT 2|φ〉
= 〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1
(∑
kl
tφklp
†
kpl −
∑
kl
tφklh
†
khl +
1
4
∑
klmn
Vklmnp
†
kp
†
l pmpn
+
1
4
∑
klmn
Vklmnh
†
kh
†
lhmhn −
∑
klmn
Vkmlnp
†
kh
†
lhmpn
)
1
2
∑
qrst
cqsrtp
†
qh
†
rp
†
sh
†
t |φ〉
=
1
2
∑
klqrst
tφklc
qs
rt 〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†kplp†qh†rp†sh†t |φ〉 −
1
2
∑
klqrst
tφklc
qs
rt 〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1h†khlp†qh†rp†sh†t |φ〉
+
1
8
∑
klmnqrst
Vklmnc
qs
rt 〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†kp†l pmpnp†qh†rp†sh†t |φ〉
+
1
8
∑
klmnqrst
Vklmnc
qs
rt 〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1h†kh†lhmhnp†qh†rp†sh†t |φ〉
− 1
2
∑
klmnqrst
Vkmlnc
qs
rt 〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†kh†lhmpnp†qh†rp†sh†t |φ〉
(1.11)
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〈φi1i2j1j2 |HˆφT 2|φ〉
=
1
2
∑
klqrst
tφklc
qs
rt 〈φ|hj2hj1h†rh†tpi2pi1p†kplp†qp†s|φ〉 −
1
2
∑
klqrst
tφklc
qs
rt 〈φ|hj2hj1h†khlh†rh†tpi2pi1p†qp†s|φ〉
+
1
8
∑
klmnqrst
Vklmnc
qs
rt 〈φ|hj2hj1h†rh†tpi2pi1p†kp†l pmpnp†qp†s|φ〉
+
1
8
∑
klmnqrst
Vklmnc
qs
rt 〈φ|hj2hj1h†kh†lhmhnh†rh†tpi2pi1p†qp†s|φ〉
− 1
2
∑
klmnqrst
Vkmlnc
qs
rt 〈φ|hj2hj1h†lhmh†rh†tpi2pi1p†kpnp†qp†s|φ〉
(1.12)
〈φi1i2j1j2 |HˆφT 2|φ〉
=
1
2
∑
klqrst
tφklc
qs
rt (δj1rδj2t − δj1tδj2r) [δi1k(δlqδi2s − δlsδi2q)− δi2k(δlqδi1s − δlsδi1q)]
− 1
2
∑
klqrst
tφklc
qs
rt [δj1k(δlrδj2t − δltδj2r)− δj2k(δlrδj1t − δltδj1r)](δi1qδi2s − δi1sδi2q)
+
1
8
∑
klmnqrst
Vklmnc
qs
rt (δj1rδj2t − δj1tδj2r)(δi1kδi2l − δi1lδi2k)(δnqδms − δnsδmq)
+
1
8
∑
klmnqrst
Vklmnc
qs
rt (δj1kδj2l − δj1lδj2k)(δnrδmt − δntδmr)(δi1qδi2s − δi1sδi2q)
− 1
2
∑
klmnqrst
Vkmlnc
qs
rt [δj1l(δmrδj2t − δmtδj2r)− δj2l(δmrδj1t − δmtδj1r)]
× [δi1k(δnqδi2s − δnsδi2q)− δi2k(δnqδi1s − δnsδi1q)]
(1.13)
which becomes, using the antisymmetry of cqsrt ,
〈φi1i2j1j2 |HˆφT 2|φ〉 = 2
∑
klqrst
tφklc
qs
rtδj1rδj2t(δi1kδlqδi2s + δi2kδlsδi1q)
− 2
∑
klqrst
tφklc
qs
rtδi1qδi2s(δj1kδlrδj2t + δj2kδltδj1r)
−
∑
klmnqrst
Vklmnc
qs
rtδj1rδj2tδi1kδi2lδnsδmq
−
∑
klmnqrst
Vklmnc
qs
rtδj1kδj2lδntδmrδi1qδi2s
− 2
∑
klmnqrst
Vkmlnc
qs
rt (δj1lδmrδj2t + δj2lδmtδj1r)(δi1kδnqδi2s + δi2kδnsδi1q)
(1.14)
and thus,
1
2
〈φi1i2j1j2 |HˆφT 2|φ〉 =
∑
l
(
tφi1lc
li2
j1j2
+ tφi2lc
i1l
j1j2
)
−
∑
l
(
tφj1lc
i1i2
lj2
+ tφj2lc
i1i2
j1l
)
− 1
2
∑
mn
Vi1i2mnc
mn
j1j2
− 1
2
∑
mn
Vj1j2mnc
i1i2
mn
−
∑
mn
(
Vi1mj1nc
ni2
mj2
+ Vi2mj1nc
i1n
mj2
+ Vi1mj2nc
ni2
j1m
+ Vi2mj2nc
i1n
j1m
)
.
(1.15)
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Now, in 〈φi1i2j1j2 |T HˆφT |φ〉, only the terms acting on a single pair and that do not create or destroy any pair contribute:
〈φi1i2j1j2 |T HˆφT |φ〉
= 〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1
∑
kl
p†kh
†
l Dˆ
k
l
×
(∑
qr
tφqrp
†
qpr −
∑
qr
tφqrh
†
qhr −
∑
qq1rr1
Vqr1rq1p
†
qh
†
rhr1pq1
)∑
st
cstp
†
sh
†
t |φ〉
= 〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1
∑
kl
p†kh
†
l Dˆ
k
l
∑
qr
tφqrp
†
qpr
∑
st
cstp
†
sh
†
t |φ〉
− 〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1
∑
kl
p†kh
†
l Dˆ
k
l
∑
qr
tφqrh
†
qhr
∑
st
cstp
†
sh
†
t |φ〉
− 〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1
∑
kl
p†kh
†
l Dˆ
k
l
∑
qq1rr1
Vqr1rq1p
†
qh
†
rhr1pq1
∑
st
cstp
†
sh
†
t |φ〉
=
∑
klqrst
tφqrc
s
t 〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†kh†l Dˆkl p†qprp†sh†t |φ〉
−
∑
klqrst
tφqrc
s
t 〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†kh†l Dˆkl h†qhrp†sh†t |φ〉
−
∑
klqq1rr1st
Vqr1rq1c
s
t 〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†kh†l Dˆkl p†qh†rhr1pq1p†sh†t |φ〉
=
∑
klqrst
tφqrc
s
tδrs〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†kh†l Dˆkl p†qh†t |φ〉
−
∑
klqrst
tφqrc
s
tδrt〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†kh†l Dˆkl p†sh†q|φ〉
−
∑
klqq1rr1st
Vqr1rq1c
s
tδq1sδr1t〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†kh†l Dˆkl p†qh†r|φ〉
(1.16)
〈φi1i2j1j2 |T HˆφT |φ〉 =
1
2
∑
klqrt
ckqlt
cqt
tφqrc
r
t 〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†kh†l p†qh†t |φ〉
− 1
2
∑
klqrs
ckslq
csq
tφqrc
s
r〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†kh†l p†sh†q|φ〉
− 1
2
∑
klqq1rr1
ckqlr
cqr
Vqr1rq1c
q1
r1
〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†kh†l p†qh†r|φ〉
=
1
2
∑
klqrt
ckqlt
cqt
tφqrc
r
t 〈φ|hj2hj1h†lh†tpi2pi1p†kp†q|φ〉
− 1
2
∑
klqrs
ckslq
csq
tφqrc
s
r〈φ|hj2hj1h†lh†qpi2pi1p†kp†s|φ〉
− 1
2
∑
klqq1rr1
ckqlr
cqr
Vqr1rq1c
q1
r1
〈φ|hj2hj1h†lh†rpi2pi1p†kp†q|φ〉
(1.17)
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〈φi1i2j1j2 |T HˆφT |φ〉 =
1
2
∑
klqrt
ckqlt
cqt
tφqrc
r
t (δlj1δtj2 − δlj2δtj1)(δki1δqi2 − δki2δqi1)
− 1
2
∑
klqrs
ckslq
csq
tφqrc
s
r(δlj1δqj2 − δlj2δqj1 )(δki1δsi2 − δki2δsi1)
− 1
2
∑
klqq1rr1
ckqlr
cqr
Vqr1rq1c
q1
r1
(δlj1δrj2 − δlj2δrj1)(δki1δqi2 − δki2δqi1)
=
1
2
∑
r
(
ci1i2j1j2
ci2j2
tφi2rc
r
j2
− c
i2i1
j1j2
ci1j2
tφi1rc
r
j2
− c
i1i2
j2j1
ci2j1
tφi2rc
r
j1
+
ci2i1j2j1
ci1j1
tφi1rc
r
j1
)
− 1
2
∑
r
(
ci1i2j1j2
ci2j2
tφj2rc
i2
r −
ci2i1j1j2
ci1j2
tφj2rc
i1
r −
ci1i2j2j1
ci2j1
tφj1rc
i2
r +
ci2i1j2j1
ci1j1
tφj1rc
i1
r
)
− 1
2
∑
q1r1
(
ci1i2j1j2
ci2j2
Vi2r1j2q1c
q1
r1
− c
i2i1
j1j2
ci1j2
Vi1r1j2q1c
q1
r1
− c
i1i2
j2j1
ci2j1
Vi2r1j1q1c
q1
r1
+
ci2i1j2j1
ci1j1
Vi1r1j1q1c
q1
r1
)
(1.18)
which becomes, using the antisymmetry of ci1i2j1j2 ,
−〈φi1i2j1j2 |T HˆφT |φ〉 = ci1i2j1j2
[
− 1
2
∑
r
(
tφi2rc
r
j2
ci2j2
+
tφi1rc
r
j2
ci1j2
+
tφi2rc
r
j1
ci2j1
+
tφi1rc
r
j1
ci1j1
)
+
1
2
∑
r
(
tφj2rc
i2
r
ci2j2
+
tφj2rc
i1
r
ci1j2
+
tφj1rc
i2
r
ci2j1
+
tφj1rc
i1
r
ci1j1
)
+
1
2
∑
qr
(
Vi2rj2qc
q
r
ci2j2
+
Vi1rj2qc
q
r
ci1j2
+
Vi2rj1qc
q
r
ci2j1
+
Vi1rj1qc
q
r
ci1j1
)]
(1.19)
For 〈φi1i2j1j2 |HˆφT 3|φ〉, all the terms destroying a pair contribute:
〈φi1i2j1j2 |HˆφT 3|φ〉
= 〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1
(∑
mn
tφmnhnpm +
1
2
∑
mnqr
Vmnqrp
†
rhqpnpm
+
1
2
∑
mnqr
Vmnqrh
†
rpqhnhm
)
1
6
∑
k1l1k2l2k3l3
ck1k2k3l1l2l3 p
†
k1
h†l1p
†
k2
h†l2p
†
k3
h†l3 |φ〉
=
1
6
∑
mnk1l1k2l2k3l3
tφmnc
k1k2k3
l1l2l3
〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1hnpmp†k1h
†
l1
p†k2h
†
l2
p†k3h
†
l3
|φ〉
+
1
12
∑
mnqrk1l1k2l2k3l3
Vmnqrc
k1k2k3
l1l2l3
〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†rhqpnpmp†k1h
†
l1
p†k2h
†
l2
p†k3h
†
l3
|φ〉
+
1
12
∑
mnqrk1l1k2l2k3l3
Vmnqrc
k1k2k3
l1l2l3
〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1h†rpqhnhmp†k1h
†
l1
p†k2h
†
l2
p†k3h
†
l3
|φ〉
=
1
6
∑
mnk1l1k2l2k3l3
tφmnc
k1k2k3
l1l2l3
〈φ|hj2hj1hnh†l1h
†
l2
h†l3pi2pi1pmp
†
k1
p†k2p
†
k3
|φ〉
− 1
12
∑
mnqrk1l1k2l2k3l3
Vmnqrc
k1k2k3
l1l2l3
〈φ|hj2hj1hqh†l1h
†
l2
h†l3pi2pi1p
†
rpnpmp
†
k1
p†k2p
†
k3
|φ〉
+
1
12
∑
mnqrk1l1k2l2k3l3
Vmnqrc
k1k2k3
l1l2l3
〈φ|hj2hj1h†rhnhmh†l1h
†
l2
h†l3pi2pi1pqp
†
k1
p†k2p
†
k3
|φ〉
(1.20)
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Now, because of the antisymmetry of ck1k2k3l1l2l3 , we obtain factors of 3! for each sum over the indices (k1, k2, k3) or (l1, l2, l3):
〈φi1i2j1j2 |HˆφT 3|φ〉
= 6
∑
mn
tφmnc
mi1i2
nj1j2
− 1
2
∑
mnqrk1k2k3
Vmnqrc
k1k2k3
qj1j2
〈φ|pi2pi1p†rpnpmp†k1p
†
k2
p†k3 |φ〉
+
1
2
∑
mnqrl1l2l3
Vmnqrc
qi1i2
l1l2l3
〈φ|hj2hj1h†rhnhmh†l1h
†
l2
h†l3 |φ〉
= 6
∑
mn
tφmnc
mi1i2
nj1j2
− 1
2
∑
mnqrk1k2k3
Vmnqrc
k1k2k3
qj1j2
(
δri1〈φ|pi2pnpmp†k1p
†
k2
p†k3 |φ〉 − δri2〈φ|pi1pnpmp
†
k1
p†k2p
†
k3
|φ〉
)
+
1
2
∑
mnqrl1l2l3
Vmnqrc
qi1i2
l1l2l3
(
δrj1〈φ|hj2hnhmh†l1h
†
l2
h†l3 |φ〉 − δrj2〈φ|hj1hnhmh
†
l1
h†l2h
†
l3
|φ〉
)
= 6
∑
mn
tφmnc
mi1i2
nj1j2
− 3
∑
mnqr
Vmnqr
(
δri1c
mni2
qj1j2
− δri2cmni1qj1j2
)
+ 3
∑
mnqr
Vmnqr
(
δrj1c
qi1i2
mnj2
− δrj2cqi1i2mnj1
)
= 6
∑
mn
tφmnc
mi1i2
nj1j2
− 3
∑
mnq
(
Vmnqi1c
mni2
qj1j2
− Vmnqi2cmni1qj1j2
)
+ 3
∑
mnq
(
Vmnqj1c
qi1i2
mnj2
− Vmnqj2cqi1i2mnj1
)
(1.21)
and thus,
1
3!
〈φi1i2j1j2 |HˆφT 3|φ〉 =
∑
mn
tφmnc
mi1i2
nj1j2
− 1
2
∑
mnq
(
Vmnqi1c
mni2
qj1j2
− Vmnqi2cmni1qj1j2
)
+
1
2
∑
mnq
(
Vmnqj1c
qi1i2
mnj2
− Vmnqj2cqi1i2mnj1
)
(1.22)
For 〈φi1i2j1j2 |T HˆφT 2|φ〉, all the terms ofH destroying on pair contribute:
〈φi1i2j1j2 |T HˆφT 2|φ〉
= 〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1
∑
k1l1
p†k1h
†
l1
Dˆk1l1
(∑
mn
tφmnhnpm +
1
2
∑
mnqr
Vmnqrp
†
rhqpnpm
+
1
2
∑
mnqr
Vmnqrh
†
rpqhnhm
)
1
2
∑
k2l2k3l3
ck2k3l2l3 p
†
k2
h†l2p
†
k3
h†l3 |φ〉
=
1
2
∑
k1l1k2l2k3l3mn
tφmnc
k2k3
l2l3
〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†k1h
†
l1
Dˆk1l1 hnpmp
†
k2
h†l2p
†
k3
h†l3 |φ〉
+
1
4
∑
k1l1k2l2k3l3mnqr
Vmnqrc
k2k3
l2l3
〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†k1h
†
l1
Dˆk1l1 p
†
rhqpnpmp
†
k2
h†l2p
†
k3
h†l3 |φ〉
+
1
4
∑
k1l1k2l2k3l3mnqr
Vmnqrc
k2k3
l2l3
〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†k1h
†
l1
Dˆk1l1 h
†
rpqhnhmp
†
k2
h†l2p
†
k3
h†l3 |φ〉
=
1
2
∑
k1l1k2l2k3l3mn
tφmnc
k2k3
l2l3
〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†k1h
†
l1
Dˆk1l1 pmp
†
k2
p†k3hnh
†
l2
h†l3 |φ〉
− 1
4
∑
k1l1k2l2k3l3mnqr
Vmnqrc
k2k3
l2l3
〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†k1h
†
l1
Dˆk1l1 p
†
rpnpmp
†
k2
p†k3hqh
†
l2
h†l3 |φ〉
+
1
4
∑
k1l1k2l2k3l3mnqr
Vmnqrc
k2k3
l2l3
〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†k1h
†
l1
Dˆk1l1 pqp
†
k2
p†k3h
†
rhnhmh
†
l2
h†l3 |φ〉
(1.23)
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〈φi1i2j1j2 |T HˆφT 2|φ〉
=
1
2
∑
k1l1k2l2k3l3mn
tφmnc
k2k3
l2l3
〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†k1h
†
l1
Dˆk1l1
(
δmk2p
†
k3
− δmk3p†k2
)(
δnl2h
†
l3
− δnl3h†l2
)
|φ〉
− 1
4
∑
k1l1k2l2k3l3mnqr
Vmnqrc
k2k3
l2l3
(δmk2δnk3 − δmk3δnk2) 〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†k1h
†
l1
Dˆk1l1 p
†
r
(
δql2h
†
l3
− δql3h†l2
)
|φ〉
+
1
4
∑
k1l1k2l2k3l3mnqr
Vmnqrc
k2k3
l2l3
(δml2δnl3 − δml3δnl2) 〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†k1h
†
l1
Dˆk1l1
(
δqk2p
†
k3
− δqk3p†k2
)
h†r|φ〉
=
1
2
∑
k1l1k2l2k3l3mn
tφmnc
k2k3
l2l3
(
δmk2δnl2
ck1k3l1l3
ck3l3
〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†k1h
†
l1
p†k3h
†
l3
|φ〉
− δmk2δnl3
ck1k3l1l2
ck3l2
〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†k1h
†
l1
p†k3h
†
l2
|φ〉
− δmk3δnl2
ck1k2l1l3
ck2l3
〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†k1h
†
l1
p†k2h
†
l3
|φ〉
+ δmk3δnl3
ck1k2l1l2
ck2l2
〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†k1h
†
l1
p†k2h
†
l2
|φ〉
)
− 1
2
∑
k1l1l2l3mnqr
Vmnqrc
mn
l2l3
(
δql2
ck1rl1l3
crl3
〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†k1h
†
l1
p†rh
†
l3
|φ〉 − δql3
ck1rl1l2
crl2
〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†k1h
†
l1
p†rh
†
l2
|φ〉
)
+
1
2
∑
k1l1k2k3mnqr
Vmnqrc
k2k3
mn
(
δqk2
ck1k3l1r
ck3r
〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†k1h
†
l1
p†k3h
†
r|φ〉 − δqk3
ck1k2l1r
ck2r
〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†k1h
†
l1
p†k2h
†
r|φ〉
)
=
1
2
∑
k1l1k2l2k3l3mn
tφmnc
k2k3
l2l3
(
δmk2δnl2
ck1k3l1l3
ck3l3
〈φ|hj2hj1h†l1h
†
l3
pi2pi1p
†
k1
p†k3 |φ〉
− δmk2δnl3
ck1k3l1l2
ck3l2
〈φ|hj2hj1h†l1h
†
l2
pi2pi1p
†
k1
p†k3 |φ〉
− δmk3δnl2
ck1k2l1l3
ck2l3
〈φ|hj2hj1h†l1h
†
l3
pi2pi1p
†
k1
p†k2 |φ〉
+ δmk3δnl3
ck1k2l1l2
ck2l2
〈φ|hj2hj1h†l1h
†
l2
pi2pi1p
†
k1
p†k2 |φ〉
)
− 1
2
∑
k1l1l2l3mnqr
Vmnqrc
mn
l2l3
(
δql2
ck1rl1l3
crl3
〈φ|hj2hj1h†l1h
†
l3
pi2pi1p
†
k1
p†r|φ〉 − δql3
ck1rl1l2
crl2
〈φ|hj2hj1h†l1h
†
l2
pi2pi1p
†
k1
p†r|φ〉
)
+
1
2
∑
k1l1k2k3mnqr
Vmnqrc
k2k3
mn
(
δqk2
ck1k3l1r
ck3r
〈φ|hj2hj1h†l1h†rpi2pi1p
†
k1
p†k3 |φ〉 − δqk3
ck1k2l1r
ck2r
〈φ|hj2hj1h†l1h†rpi2pi1p
†
k1
p†k2 |φ〉
)
(1.24)
34
〈φi1i2j1j2 |T HˆφT 2|φ〉
=
1
2
∑
k1l1k2l2k3l3mn
tφmnc
k2k3
l2l3
(
ck1k3l1l3
ck3l3
δmk2δnl2 (δl1j1δl3j2 − δl1j2δl3j1) (δk1i1δk3i2 − δk1i2δk3i1)
− c
k1k3
l1l2
ck3l2
δmk2δnl3 (δl1j1δl2j2 − δl1j2δl2j1) (δk1i1δk3i2 − δk1i2δk3i1)
− c
k1k2
l1l3
ck2l3
δmk3δnl2 (δl1j1δl3j2 − δl1j2δl3j1) (δk1i1δk2i2 − δk1i2δk2i1)
+
ck1k2l1l2
ck2l2
δmk3δnl3 (δl1j1δl2j2 − δl1j2δl2j1) (δk1i1δk2i2 − δk1i2δk2i1)
)
− 1
2
∑
k1l1l2l3mnqr
Vmnqrc
mn
l2l3
(
δql2
ck1rl1l3
crl3
(δl1j1δl3j2 − δl1j2δl3j1) (δk1i1δri2 − δk1i2δri1)
− δql3
ck1rl1l2
crl2
(δl1j1δl2j2 − δl1j2δl2j1) (δk1i1δri2 − δk1i2δri1)
)
+
1
2
∑
k1l1k2k3mnqr
Vmnqrc
k2k3
mn
(
δqk2
ck1k3l1r
ck3r
(δl1j1δrj2 − δl1j2δrj1) (δk1i1δk3i2 − δk1i2δk3i1)
− δqk3
ck1k2l1r
ck2r
(δl1j1δrj2 − δl1j2δrj1) (δk1i1δk2i2 − δk1i2δk2i1)
)
=
1
2
∑
mn
tφmn
[
cmi2nj2
ci1i2j1j2
ci2j2
− cmi1nj2
ci2i1j1j2
ci1j2
− cmi2nj1
ci1i2j2j1
ci2j1
+ cmi1nj1
ci2i1j2j1
ci1j1
−
(
cmi2j2n
ci1i2j1j2
ci2j2
− cmi1j2n
ci2i1j1j2
ci1j2
− cmi2j1n
ci1i2j2j1
ci2j1
+ cmi1j1n
ci2i1j2j1
ci1j1
)
−
(
ci2mnj2
ci1i2j1j2
ci2j2
− ci1mnj2
ci2i1j1j2
ci1j2
− ci2mnj1
ci1i2j2j1
ci2j1
+ ci1mnj1
ci2i1j2j1
ci1j1
)
+ ci2mj2n
ci1i2j1j2
ci2j2
− ci1mj2n
ci2i1j1j2
ci1j2
− ci2mj1n
ci1i2j2j1
ci2j1
+ ci1mj1n
ci2i1j2j1
ci1j1
]
− 1
2
∑
mnq
[
Vmnqi2c
mn
qj2
ci1i2j1j2
ci2j2
− Vmnqi1cmnqj2
ci2i1j1j2
ci1j2
− Vmnqi2cmnqj1
ci1i2j2j1
ci2j1
+ Vmnqi1c
mn
qj1
ci2i1j2j1
ci1j1
−
(
Vmnqi2c
mn
j2q
ci1i2j1j2
ci2j2
− Vmnqi1cmnj2q
ci2i1j1j2
ci1j2
− Vmnqi2cmnj1q
ci1i2j2j1
ci2j1
+ Vmnqi1c
mn
j1q
ci2i1j2j1
ci1j1
)]
+
1
2
∑
mnq
[
Vmnqj2c
qi2
mn
ci1i2j1j2
ci2j2
− Vmnqj2cqi1mn
ci2i1j1j2
ci1j2
− Vmnqj1cqi2mn
ci1i2j2j1
ci2j1
+ Vmnqj1c
qi1
mn
ci2i1j2j1
ci1j1
−
(
Vmnqj2c
i2q
mn
ci1i2j1j2
ci2j2
− Vmnqj2ci1qmn
ci2i1j1j2
ci1j2
− Vmnqj1ci2qmn
ci1i2j2j1
ci2j1
+ Vmnqj1c
i1q
mn
ci2i1j2j1
ci1j1
)]
(1.25)
35
and again, using the antisymmetry of ci1i2j1j2 ,
−1
2
〈φi1i2j1j2 |T HˆφT 2|φ〉 = ci1i2j1j2
[
−
∑
mn
tφmn
(
cmi2nj2
ci2j2
+
cmi1nj2
ci1j2
+
cmi2nj1
ci2j1
+
cmi1nj1
ci1j1
)
+
1
2
∑
mnq
(
Vmnqi2c
mn
qj2
ci2j2
+
Vmnqi1c
mn
qj2
ci1j2
+
Vmnqi2c
mn
qj1
ci2j1
+
Vmnqi1c
mn
qj1
ci1j1
)
− 1
2
∑
mnq
(
Vmnqj2c
qi2
mn
ci2j2
+
Vmnqj2c
qi1
mn
ci1j2
+
Vmnqj1c
qi2
mn
ci2j1
+
Vmnqj1c
qi1
mn
ci1j1
)]
(1.26)
For 〈φi1i2j1j2 |T 2HˆφT |φ〉 we have
〈φi1i2j1j2 |T 2HˆφT |φ〉 = 〈φi1i2j1j2 |T 2|φ〉〈φ|HˆφT |φ〉
=
1
2
∑
k1l1k2l2
ck1k2l1l2 〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p
†
k1
h†l1p
†
k2
h†l2 |φ〉
∑
mnk3l3
tφmnc
k3
l3
〈φ|hnpmp†k3h
†
l3
|φ〉
= 2ci1i2j1j2
∑
mn
tφmnc
m
n
(1.27)
and thus,
1
2
〈φi1i2j1j2 |T 2HˆφT |φ〉 = ci1i2j1j2
∑
mn
tφmnc
m
n (1.28)
〈φi1i2j1j2 |HˆφT 4|φ〉
=
1
4(4!)
∑
mnqrk1l1k2l2k3l3k4l4
Vmnqrc
k1k2k3k4
l1l2l3l4
〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1hrhqpnpmp†k1h
†
l1
p†k2h
†
l2
p†k3h
†
l3
p†k4h
†
l4
|φ〉
= − 1
4(4!)
∑
mnqrk1l1k2l2k3l3k4l4
Vmnqrc
k1k2k3k4
l1l2l3l4
〈φ|pi2pi1pnpmp†k1p
†
k2
p†k3p
†
k4
hj2hj1hrhqh
†
l1
h†l2h
†
l3
h†l4 |φ〉
= −4!
4
∑
mnqr
Vmnqrc
mni1i2
qrj1j2
(1.29)
and
1
4!
〈φi1i2j1j2 |HˆφT 4|φ〉 = −
1
4
∑
mnqr
Vmnqrc
mni1i2
qrj1j2
(1.30)
36
〈φi1i2j1j2 |T HˆφT 3|φ〉
= 〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1
∑
k1l1
p†k1h
†
l1
Dˆk1l1
(
1
4
) ∑
mnqr
Vmnqrhrhqpnpm
(
1
3!
) ∑
k2l2k3l3k4l4
ck2k3k4l2l3l4 p
†
k2
h†l2p
†
k3
h†l3p
†
k4
h†l4 |φ〉
=
1
24
∑
mnqrk1l1k2l2k3l3k4l4
Vmnqrc
k2k3k4
l2l3l4
〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†k1h
†
l1
Dˆk1l1 hrhqpnpmp
†
k2
h†l2p
†
k3
h†l3p
†
k4
h†l4 |φ〉
= − 1
24
∑
mnqrk1l1k2l2k3l3k4l4
Vmnqrc
k2k3k4
l2l3l4
〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†k1h
†
l1
Dˆk1l1 pnpmp
†
k2
p†k3p
†
k4
hrhqh
†
l2
h†l3h
†
l4
|φ〉
= − 1
24
∑
mnqrk1l1k2l2k3l3k4l4
Vmnqrc
k2k3k4
l2l3l4
〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†k1h
†
l1
Dˆk1l1
×
(
δk2mδk3np
†
k4
− δk2nδk3mp†k4 − δk2mδk4np
†
k3
+ δk2nδk4mp
†
k3
+ δk3mδk4np
†
k2
− δk3nδk4mp†k2
)
×
(
δl2qδl3rh
†
l4
− δl2rδl3qh†l4 − δl2qδl4rh
†
l3
+ δl2rδl4qh
†
l3
+ δl3qδl4rh
†
l2
− δl3rδl4qh†l2
)
|φ〉
(1.31)
Now, each pair of terms ending with the same operator gives the same contribution, which yields
〈φi1i2j1j2 |T HˆφT 3|φ〉
= −1
6
∑
mnqrk1l1k2l2k3l3k4l4
Vmnqrc
k2k3k4
l2l3l4
〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†k1h
†
l1
Dˆk1l1
×
(
δk2mδk3np
†
k4
− δk2mδk4np†k3 + δk3mδk4np
†
k2
)(
δl2qδl3rh
†
l4
− δl2qδl4rh†l3 + δl3qδl4rh
†
l2
)
|φ〉
= −1
6
∑
mnqrk1l1k2l2k3l3k4l4
Vmnqrc
k2k3k4
l2l3l4
〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†k1h
†
l1
Dˆk1l1
×
(
δk2mδk3nδl2qδl3rp
†
k4
h†l4 − δk2mδk3nδl2qδl4rp
†
k4
h†l3 + δk2mδk3nδl3qδl4rp
†
k4
h†l2
− δk2mδk4nδl2qδl3rp†k3h
†
l4
+ δk2mδk4nδl2qδl4rp
†
k3
h†l3 − δk2mδk4nδl3qδl4rp
†
k3
h†l2
+ δk3mδk4nδl2qδl3rp
†
k2
h†l4 − δk3mδk4nδl2qδl4rp
†
k2
h†l3 + δk3mδk4nδl3qδl4rp
†
k2
h†l2
)
|φ〉
= − 1
12
∑
mnqrk1l1
Vmnqr〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†k1h
†
l1
×
(∑
k4l4
cmnk4qrl4
ck1k4l1l4
ck4l4
p†k4h
†
l4
−
∑
l3k4
cmnk4ql3r
ck1k4l1l3
ck4l3
p†k4h
†
l3
+
∑
k4l2
cmnk4l2qr
ck1k4l1l2
ck4l2
p†k4h
†
l2
−
∑
k3l4
cmk3nqrl4
ck1k3l1l4
ck3l4
p†k3h
†
l4
+
∑
k3l3
cmk3nql3r
ck1k3l1l3
ck3l3
p†k3h
†
l3
−
∑
k3l2
cmk3nl2qr
ck1k3l1l2
ck3l2
p†k3h
†
l2
+
∑
k2l4
ck2mnqrl4
ck1k2l1l4
ck2l4
p†k2h
†
l4
−
∑
k2l3
ck2mnql3r
ck1k2l1l3
ck2l3
p†k2h
†
l3
+
∑
k2l2
ck2mnl2qr
ck1k2l1l2
ck2l2
p†k2h
†
l2
)
|φ〉
= −3
4
∑
mnqrk1l1k2l2
Vmnqrc
mnk2
qrl2
ck1k2l1l2
ck2l2
〈φ|hj2pi2hj1pi1p†k1h
†
l1
p†k2h
†
l2
|φ〉
(1.32)
37
〈φi1i2j1j2 |T HˆφT 3|φ〉 = −
3
4
∑
mnqrk1l1k2l2
Vmnqrc
mnk2
qrl2
ck1k2l1l2
ck2l2
〈φ|pi2pi1p†k1p
†
k2
hj2hj1h
†
l1
h†l2 |φ〉
= −3
4
∑
mnqrk1l1k2l2
Vmnqrc
mnk2
qrl2
ck1k2l1l2
ck2l2
(δk1i1δk2i2 − δk1i2δk2i1) (δl1j1δl2j2 − δl1j2δl2j1)
= −3
4
∑
mnqr
Vmnqr
(
cmni2qrj2
ci1i2j1j2
ci2j2
− cmni2qrj1
ci1i2j2j1
ci2j1
− cmni1qrj2
ci2i1j1j2
ci1j2
+ cmni1qrj1
ci2i1j2j1
ci1j1
)
= −3
4
ci1i2j1j2
∑
mnqr
Vmnqr
(
cmni2qrj2
ci2l2
+
cmni2qrj1
ci2j1
+
cmni1qrj2
ci1j2
+
cmni1qrj1
ci1j1
)
(1.33)
and
− 1
3!
〈φi1i2j1j2 |T HˆφT 3|φ〉 =
1
8
ci1i2j1j2
∑
mnqr
Vmnqr
(
cmni2qrj2
ci2l2
+
cmni2qrj1
ci2j1
+
cmni1qrj2
ci1j2
+
cmni1qrj1
ci1j1
)
(1.34)
〈φi1i2j1j2 |T 2HˆφT 2|φ〉 = 〈φi1i2j1j2 |T 2|φ〉〈φ|HˆφT 2|φ〉
= 2ci1i2j1j2〈φ|
1
4
∑
klmn
Vklmnhnhmplpk
(
1
2
)∑
qrst
cqsrtp
†
qh
†
rp
†
sh
†
t |φ〉
=
1
4
ci1i2j1j2
∑
klmnqrst
Vklmnc
qs
rt〈φ|hnhmplpkp†qh†rp†sh†t |φ〉
= −1
4
ci1i2j1j2
∑
klmnqrst
Vklmnc
qs
rt 〈φ|plpkp†qp†shnhmh†rh†t |φ〉
= −ci1i2j1j2
∑
klmn
Vklmnc
kl
mn ,
(1.35)
where we have used the result of (1.27) for 〈φi1i2j1j2 |T 2|φ〉, thus
1
4
〈φi1i2j1j2 |T 2HˆφT 2|φ〉 = −
1
4
ci1i2j1j2
∑
klmn
Vklmnc
kl
mn . (1.36)
38
Finally, after adding and rearranging the terms, equation (1.4) becomes
0 = −Vi1i2j1j2 + tφi1j1ci2j2 − t
φ
i1j2
ci2j1 − t
φ
i2j1
ci1j2 + t
φ
i2j2
ci1j1 −
∑
k
(
Vi1i2j1kc
k
j2
− Vi1i2j2kckj1
)
+
∑
k
(
Vj1j2i1kc
i2
k − Vj1j2i2kci1k
)
+
∑
k
(
tφi1kc
ki2
j1j2
+ tφi2kc
i1k
j1j2
)
−
∑
k
(
tφj1kc
i1i2
kj2
+ tφj2kc
i1i2
j1k
)
− 1
2
∑
kl
Vi1i2klc
kl
j1j2
− 1
2
∑
kl
Vj1j2klc
i1i2
kl −
∑
kl
(
Vi1kj1lc
li2
kj2
+ Vi2kj1lc
i1l
kj2
+ Vi1kj2lc
li2
j1k
+ Vi2kj2lc
i1l
j1k
)
+
∑
kl
tφklc
ki1i2
lj1j2
− 1
2
∑
klm
(
Vklmi1c
kli2
mj1j2
− Vklmi2 ckli1mj1j2
)
+
1
2
∑
klm
(
Vklmj1c
mi1i2
klj2
− Vklmj2cmi1i2klj1
)
+ ci1i2j1j2
∑
kl
tφklc
k
l −
1
4
∑
klmn
Vklmnc
kli1i2
mnj1j2
− 1
4
ci1i2j1j2
∑
klmn
Vklmnc
kl
mn
+ ci1i2j1j2
[
− 1
2
(
tφi2j2
ci2j2
+
tφi1j2
ci1j2
+
tφi2j1
ci2j1
+
tφi1j1
ci1j1
)
− 1
2
∑
k
(
tφi2kc
k
j2
ci2j2
+
tφi1kc
k
j2
ci1j2
+
tφi2kc
k
j1
ci2j1
+
tφi1kc
k
j1
ci1j1
)
+
1
2
∑
k
(
tφj2kc
i2
k
ci2j2
+
tφj2kc
i1
k
ci1j2
+
tφj1kc
i2
k
ci2j1
+
tφj1kc
i1
k
ci1j1
)
+
1
2
∑
kl
(
Vi2lj2kc
k
l
ci2j2
+
Vi1lj2kc
k
l
ci1j2
+
Vi2lj1kc
k
l
ci2j1
+
Vi1lj1kc
k
l
ci1j1
)
−
∑
kl
tφkl
(
cki2lj2
ci2j2
+
cki1lj2
ci1j2
+
cki2lj1
ci2j1
+
cki1lj1
ci1j1
)
+
1
2
∑
klm
(
Vklmi2 c
kl
mj2
ci2j2
+
Vklmi1c
kl
mj2
ci1j2
+
Vklmi2c
kl
mj1
ci2j1
+
Vklmi1 c
kl
mj1
ci1j1
)
− 1
2
∑
klm
(
Vklmj2c
mi2
kl
ci2j2
+
Vklmj2 c
mi1
kl
ci1j2
+
Vklmj1c
mi2
kl
ci2j1
+
Vklmj1c
mi1
kl
ci1j1
)
+
1
8
∑
klmn
Vklmn
(
ckli2mnj2
ci2l2
+
ckli2mnj1
ci2j1
+
ckli1mnj2
ci1j2
+
ckli1mnj1
ci1j1
)]
.
(1.37)
39
or, after multiplying by ci1j1c
i1
j2
ci2j1c
i2
j2
,
0 = ci1j1c
i1
j2
ci2j1c
i2
j2
[
− Vi1i2j1j2 + tφi1j1ci2j2 − t
φ
i1j2
ci2j1 − t
φ
i2j1
ci1j2 + t
φ
i2j2
ci1j1 −
∑
k
(
Vi1i2j1kc
k
j2
− Vi1i2j2kckj1
)
+
∑
k
(
Vj1j2i1kc
i2
k − Vj1j2i2kci1k
)
+
∑
k
(
tφi1kc
ki2
j1j2
+ tφi2kc
i1k
j1j2
)
−
∑
k
(
tφj1kc
i1i2
kj2
+ tφj2kc
i1i2
j1k
)
− 1
2
∑
kl
Vi1i2klc
kl
j1j2
− 1
2
∑
kl
Vj1j2klc
i1i2
kl −
∑
kl
(
Vi1kj1lc
li2
kj2
+ Vi2kj1lc
i1l
kj2
+ Vi1kj2lc
li2
j1k
+ Vi2kj2lc
i1l
j1k
)
+
∑
kl
tφklc
ki1i2
lj1j2
− 1
2
∑
klm
(
Vklmi1 c
kli2
mj1j2
− Vklmi2ckli1mj1j2
)
+
1
2
∑
klm
(
Vklmj1c
mi1i2
klj2
− Vklmj2 cmi1i2klj1
)
+ ci1i2j1j2
∑
kl
tφklc
k
l −
1
4
∑
klmn
Vklmnc
kli1i2
mnj1j2
− 1
4
ci1i2j1j2
∑
klmn
Vklmnc
kl
mn
]
+ ci1i2j1j2
[
− 1
2
(
tφi2j2c
i1
j1
ci1j2c
i2
j1
+ tφi1j2c
i1
j1
ci2j1c
i2
j2
+ tφi2j1c
i1
j1
ci1j2c
i2
j2
+ tφi1j1c
i1
j2
ci2j1c
i2
j2
)
− 1
2
∑
k
(
tφi2kc
k
j2
ci1j1c
i1
j2
ci2j1 + t
φ
i1k
ckj2c
i1
j1
ci2j1c
i2
j2
+ tφi2kc
k
j1
ci1j1c
i1
j2
ci2j2 + t
φ
i1k
ckj1c
i1
j2
ci2j1c
i2
j2
)
+
1
2
∑
k
(
tφj2kc
i2
k c
i1
j1
ci1j2c
i2
j1
+ tφj2kc
i1
k c
i1
j1
ci2j1c
i2
j2
+ tφj1kc
i2
k c
i1
j1
ci1j2c
i2
j2
+ tφj1kc
i1
k c
i1
j2
ci2j1c
i2
j2
)
+
1
2
∑
kl
(
Vi2lj2kc
k
l c
i1
j1
ci1j2c
i2
j1
+ Vi1lj2kc
k
l c
i1
j1
ci2j1c
i2
j2
+ Vi2lj1kc
k
l c
i1
j1
ci1j2c
i2
j2
+ Vi1lj1kc
k
l c
i1
j2
ci2j1c
i2
j2
)
−
∑
kl
tφkl
(
cki2lj2 c
i1
j1
ci1j2c
i2
j1
+ cki1lj2 c
i1
j1
ci2j1c
i2
j2
+ cki2lj1 c
i1
j1
ci1j2c
i2
j2
+ cki1lj1 c
i1
j2
ci2j1c
i2
j2
)
+
1
2
∑
klm
(
Vklmi2c
kl
mj2
ci1j1c
i1
j2
ci2j1 + Vklmi1 c
kl
mj2
ci1j1c
i2
j1
ci2j2 + Vklmi2 c
kl
mj1
ci1j1c
i1
j2
ci2j2 + Vklmi1c
kl
mj1
ci1j2c
i2
j1
ci2j2
)
− 1
2
∑
klm
(
Vklmj2c
mi2
kl c
i1
j1
ci1j2c
i2
j1
+ Vklmj2 c
mi1
kl c
i1
j1
ci2j1c
i2
j2
+ Vklmj1 c
mi2
kl c
i1
j1
ci1j2c
i2
j2
+ Vklmj1c
mi1
kl c
i1
j2
ci2j1c
i2
j2
)
+
1
8
∑
klmn
Vklmn
(
ckli2mnj2c
i1
j1
ci1j2c
i2
j1
+ ckli2mnj1c
i1
j1
ci1j2c
i2
j2
+ ckli1mnj2c
i1
j1
ci2j1c
i2
j2
+ ckli1mnj1c
i1
j2
ci2j1c
i2
j2
)]
(1.38)
